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Abstract : X-ray plasma emission study is a powerful 

diagnostic tooi of hot plasmas. In this review ar -

t i d e the main techniques of X-ray plasma emission 

measurement are shortly presented: X-ray spectrometry 

using absorbent filters, crystal and grating spectro

meters, imaging techniques using pinhole cameras, 

X-ray^ m i croscopes and Fresnel zone plate cameras, 

X-ray shadowgraphy and X-ray plasma emission calori-

metry. Advances in these techniques with examples 

for different hot plasma devices are also presented. 
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IHTBOPOCTIOM 

Laboratory plasmaa that attaia temperatures higher thaa 

aboat loo eV radiate appreciable x rays. Measurements of the 

x rays ealttad by hot plasmas proride a powerful diagnostis 

method of determining different plasma parameters. Much more 

attentlom baa beem concentrated om this subject when several 

plasma devices ware developed for nuclear fusion research. 

The interest in the x-ray emission from plasmas is fur

ther justified by important aetrophyaical applications. Certain 

types of plasmas are ased also as novel types of x-ray sources. 

X-ray plasma amission studies offer many diagnostis possi

bilities. The principal techniques which will be described la 

this review article are givem schematically ia Pig.l. 

Besides the development of hot plasma devices there have 

baea parallel improvements in pulse x-ray instruaemtation, par

ticularly in sensitive, high-resolution laagiag detectors and 

fast detectors such as x-ray streak cameras. Ths most of current 

imnovatioa im pulse x-ray inatrmmemtatlom is oceuriag ia eomjumc-

tioa with laser produced plasmas. 

There is a large literature about x-ray emission studies 

for different hot plasmas. It goes without saying that the bi

bliography indicated ia all this review article is only an ori

enting one. Ii ;an be completed by a lot of other papers, inter

nal reports and books* 

1. SnCTBOigTRY Qf I-1AY HOT PLASMA «JSSIOH. 

The hot plasmas are characterised by a strong x-ray 

emission which is due to three different aechanisms* 

a)The breasstrahlung emitted during the free-free tran-
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sitions of the free electrons when they are decelerated in the 

field of the ions. The breasstrahlung intensity per unit volume 

and per «nit frequency interral is /I/ I 

* f f ( v ) - C g OCJJA*> 1 / 2 »e Z I »i(*> «2 «XP(-?AT) ( l . D 
(«) 

where 1 is the x-ray photon energy, v - the frequency, kT - the 

•leotrom teaperature, mi(s) and s are the density and eharge of 

the ions, n is the electron density, g - the Gaunt factor 

whioh takes into account the deviation of quantum mechanical 

calculations froa the classical expression, "Xu is the ionization 

potential for hydrogen (Xjj«13.59 eV) and C is a constant, C= 

1.7 x lo~4' J.esr. By integrating Eq.(l.l) over all frequencies 

one obtains A / '» 

X-ray emission 
measurements 

*rom hot plasmas 

•• X-ray spectroscopy 

X-ray imaging 

X-ray shadowgraphy 

* X-.ay calorimetry 

?ig.l Measurements of x rays emitted by hot plasmas, 
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Pff * 1.5 x Io"32 ( M ) 1 / 2 me Z I »!<«> «2 (W/0"1) (1.2) 
(«) 

where kT ia in eT. 
b) The recombination radiation emitted during the free-

bound transitions by the free electrons which go into a bound 
state. The recombination radiation intensity emitted per unit 
volume and par unit frequency interval ia given by /l/ t 

Pfb « C ne < V k T ) V 2 ^ ni(B) fl Z K V X H > 2 ^ n/fi> • 
(*) (n) 

. exP[(y_ - h>o)AT] ho>YH (i.3) 

where^ is the ionization potential of ax. ion with the oharge 
(s-1) for electrons in the n-th shell, n is the main quantum 
number and <?g ia the number of unoecupied sites in the n-th 
shell, t1 is the (Jaunt correction for free-bound transitions. 
At h-9 -0CS the recombination radiation spectrum has a diaoontin-
aity, sinoa this oasa corresponds to the capture of the free 

electrons by the lams. The total intensity of, the recombination 
radiation emitted per unit volume is obtained by integrating 
rfq.U.3) for Uyx^ A / : 
P ^ » 2.1o~31(kTr1/2n Zln^a) ŢLityyC.ftln/Qil/mhM 

(«) (I) " a 

where kT ia in eV. 
c) The line radiation emitted by the electrone during 

the bound-bound transitions, fhe intensity eni+*ed per unit 
volume by an ©ptioally thin plasma is /!/ • 

Pr - 3.5.1a"25(kf)-1/V Ş ^ V » ) •**(-*>**> (W/oai3) (1.5) 
(») 
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1.1 I-ray plasma emission study by using absorbent filters. 

Measurements of the x-ray relative transmission through 

different filters constructed from materials of known x-ray mass 

absorption coefficients are usually performed in the hot plasma 

study. The variation of the mass absorbtion coefficient against 

the x-ray wavelength for aluminium, beryllium and nickel mate

rials, which are the most frequently used as x-ray filters, is 

given in Fig.2. 

Pig.2 Mass absorption coefficient 

variation against x-ray wavelength 

for Al, Be and Ni. 

Mfll 

The total x-ray intensity transmitted through an ab

sorbing filter of thickness D and absorption coefficient K(B) 

is given by I 

T - ^ d l 1(B) exp [ - K ( B ) . D ] (1.6) 

The mass absorbtion coefficient Is given usually in 

(em /g) ( so that the filter thickness D must be given im (g/ 

•m2) '. 

D[g/cm2] o D [em] . ^[g/ca3] (1-7) 

where 0 is the mass density of the filter material. 

The calculation of the filter transmissions oan be fa

cilitatea by using some fittii; formulae for the x-ray mass 

absorption coefficients. The experimental values of the mass 
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absorption coefficients for Al» Be and Ri taken from literature 

were fitted in fi./ by using a ChebycheT polynomial method for a 

large wavelength interval up to loo X. The fitting formulae 

wore chosen of the type X» C An (which corresponds to InK 

being expressed as a linear function of lnX ) and of the type 

K* A \ (whieh corresponds to InK being «pressed as 

a quadratic function of lnX). The computation results are giv

en in fable 1. 

Mylar or polyethylene foils (which are sometimes covered 

by vary tain Al layers to prevent the penetration of the vis -

ible radiation) are often used as z-ray absorbing filters in 

the hot plasma studies. The x-ray mass absorption coefficients 

•f these materials, which are mueh snaller than those of the 

metallic filters, Die tabeled in /3/. the fitting formulae of 

the x-ray mass absorption coefficient values for mylar taken 

from /3/ are also given in Table 1. 

The position in the x-ray spectrum and the width of the 

transmission band of a filter are dictated by the proper choise 

of the filter material and its thickness. 

The measurements of the x-ray continuuu emission fro» 

the hot plasms, tranemittti through different filters are the 

most often performed with a view to obtaining the electron 

plasma temperature. In the oaee of the tokaatak plasmas, the 

filter method is applied also to evaluate the plasma pollution 
v 

produced by soma impurities. She effeotlve charge value of the 

ions in these plasmas is give» approximately by the ra^io of 

the amplified bremsstrahlung emission due to the impurities to 

the bremaetrahlung emission of a pure-hydrogen plasma. 

The filter method has been used in /4»5/ to image the 

•oft x-ray emissiom of a tokamak plasma by an array of seven

teen filter-deteeter systems. 
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gable 1. Ponnulae for calculating x-rey mass absorption 

coefficients of aluainiua, beryllium, nickel and mylar /2/ 

( K in cn2/g and X in % ) 

Filter, its 
density and 

absorption edges 

ALUMINIUM 

2 = 2.7g/cm3 

XK = 7.9511A 

A. = 142.48 A 
L I 

BERYLLIUM 

o -1.85g/cm3 

XK=110.68Â 

NICKEL 

5> =8.9g/cm3 

A K = U 8 0 Â 

\ =12.267 A 

A, = 14.135 Â 
n 

X. = 14.U76Â 

MYLAR 

lC10H8O4)x 

p = 0.92g/cm3 

xg=23.301 Â 

x£=43.648 A 

Range of 
wavelengths 

x<x K 

AK<A«sK)0 

x<x K * 
(0-100Â) 

x<xK 

xK<x<xLj 

XL <X<100 

x<x° 

"k"^ K 

/v£<A<100 

Formula 

K=AXB+cmx 

K = A X B*C lnX 

K = A A B + ClnX 

K=CX n 

K=CA n 

K = A X B + ClnX 

K=CXn 

K = C * n 

KsCA 0 

Values of constants 

A =13.981 B = 2.939 

C = -0.070 

A = 0.039 B = 5.152 

C =-0.413 

A = 0.253 B = 3.329 

C = -0.093 

C= 122.28 n = 2.476 

C = 20.036 n = 2.532 

• 

A=0.231 B = 4.253 

C = -0.341 

4 

C = 2.217 n= 2.836 

C = 4.209 n = 2.39* 

C = 0.622 n = 2.284 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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1.1.1 the determlnatibn of the eleetroa temperature of a hot 

plasma from x-ray continuum radiation measurements by using the 

filter Method. 

At temperatures greater than loe eV, the major contribu

tion to the x-ray continuum radiation of a hot lew Z plasma is 

given by the bremsstrahlung. Fr^a Rq-(l.l) one can see that in 

the region of high energies» the breasstrahlang epeetrua has a 

sharp variation as indicated by the exponential and is strongly 

dependent upon temperature. This dependence on temperature of 

breasstrahlung in the region of high energies was used in 

plasma temperature measurement for the first time by Jahoda et 

al /6/. The temperature is obtained by measuring the x-ray 

continuu» radiation transmitted through two different filters 

and using the corresponding transmission curves drawn in func

tion of temperature Î 

\ dB . exp [-BA* -K(B)-091 
j£ Z * 2 - f(lcT) (1.8) 

^dB . exp [-BAT -K^B-MlJ 

This method is frequently applied in hot plasma diag

nostics /4t7-4o/. The use of the filter method in hot plasma 

temperature determination is analysed for example in /41-48/. 

The relative bremsstrahlung spectra corresponding to a 

Maxwellian electron energy distribution at a temperature of 

5oo eV, transmitted through different filters (polyethylene» 

aluminium, beryllium, nickel) of different thicknesses are giv

en in Pig.3. 

Typioally, the material and the thickness of the f-.lter 

are chosen so thet no line radiation of the plasma is appreci-
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Fig.3 Transmission spestra of bremsstrahlung through poly

ethylene, aluminium, beryllium and nicke] filters of differ

ent thicknesses D (given in urn) at a temperature oi 5oo eV. 
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ably transmitted. Co avoid the x-ray lino radiaţi » receiving, 
the outoff energy of tbe flit or (defined by the relation K(Be)-
»»1) anat bo aaaller than tho energy corresponding to the x-ray 
llaea saapeeted to bring a slgn'.fieant contribution to the plas-
aa emisnioa. 

the integrated bremestrahlang emission at different tem-
porataroa tr namitted through a filter diTidod by tbe integral 
of the incident pare breaastrahlunfc radiatiea (D>o) is plotted 
veroma foil thioknees for polyethylene, alualnian, berylliua 
and aickel filters ia ?ig.4. 

Che relative transmission of tho breasstrahluag through 
abaerbent flitere of different thicknesses shoald be en ss al-
aoat straight line whoa plotted logarithaieitlly against tbe cut
off energy in tbe ease of a Haxwellian electron energy distribu
tion. 1 remove of the experimental points froa these tbeoretioal 
•urvea It ia «anal to be attributed to a deviation of the elee-
tron energy distribution from a laxwellian or to the existence 
•f two dietlact temperatures into tbe plasma/22,27,30,32/. 

The curves as given in Fig.4 are useful because the ra
tios of transmission fer two different filters (Xq. 1.8) may be 
obtained and the teaperature range of greatest sensitivity aay 
be determined in selecting a particular foil combination. 

The proper ehoise of filter thickness depends also on 
tac available radiation flux froa the x-ray source and tho avail
able doteotor sensitivity. These factors plaoe an upper Halt 
on tbe useful filter thickness. 

Che x=-ray emission of a hot plasma can be not only as 
breaeetrahluag «ad line radiation, but also as reooMbiaatioa rt-
diatlon. In the ease of low-Z plasmas» the recombinaţicu radia
tion can bo neglected wita reepeot to tho breasstrahlung at 



Io 

0(|im) Dip*) 

yjg«4 Ratio of the integrated brflmsstrahlung emission transmit

ted through different filters to the total incident flux versus 

foil thickness for various temperatures. 
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high temperatures, above loo eV. In the case of high-Z plasmas, 

for example the laser produced plasmau on heavy targets, the re-

oenbinatlon radiation cvinot be neglected. It teiaperatures 

smaller than about loo eV, the recombination radiation of high-

Z plasmas is predominant ap the bremsstrahltuog ean be neglected 

A3137(38,49/. At temperature» higher than loo eV, it was spe

cified in /49/ that both reexamination aad brensetrahlung en&a-

sions cf laeer produced high-Z plasmas must be considered be

cause each of the» can be important on different wavelength 

ranges. The x-ray continuum spectra of a laser produced plasme. 

•a Zn (Z«3o) target, calculated at different temperatures ( loo, 

3o«, 5oo and 7«o eV) are shown as an oxeaplification ia Pig.5. 

The ions are treated as hydrogen-like and only the radiative 

recombination of electrons with Ions in the ground states ie 

considered, the fractional ionizations (n /») are*calculated 

using a steady-state oerona model /So,51/. From this figure 

one can sae that the recombination speotrua is not only differ

ent in magnitude, but also 1» wavelength profile from that of 

breB8strab4.un&4 In /49/ it was shown that an overestlnation of 

the temperatura of a laser produoed high-Z plasma can be ob

tained by using the filter method at temperatures greater 

than leo eV when only the bremaatrahlung emission Is taken 

into account and the recombination radiation is disregarded. 

1.1.2 Detection systems used in x-ray measurements by the 

filter method. 

* tlagraa of the most frequently used detection systems 

in filter method is given In rig. 6. In the r.ost of these detec

tion systems the energy of x-ray photons is transformed in an 

appropriate electrioal signal. 
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Dettctien systems 
uutf in 

the filter method 

Plastic tcintiiUtors 
and photomiWiptnc* 

j 7,9,10,12.13,15.17-21. j 
i 23-25,27,30,31.35-39,52 | 

P1K diodes ! 5.8.16,22,25,26. 
1 32.33,35,40,53,54 

Silicon surface-barrier 
detectors 

« 4.16,35 
I 

X-ray fil« -—i 26.29,34 

14,55 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

1 
i 

J 

Pig. 6 Detection systems frequently used in the filter method. 

Table 2 Usual x-ray sointillators /5o/. 

Scintillator 

Crystal 

Hal(Tl) 

CsI(Tl) 

Plastic 

HB lo2 

PILOT B 

Density 

(g/c«3) 

3.67 

4.51 

1.032 

1.032 

Light output 

(loo£ anthracene) 

23o 
95 

65 
66 

Decay constant 

(as) 

23o 
Hoc 

2.* 
1.8 
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2r KX)cV 300 eV 

*ff 
^ \ | L Iff 

Zn SOOfV 

?ig.Ş Recombination (1^) and breasstrahlurg (I**i apaotea of a 
laser produced plasma un Zn (Z^Jo) targat, calculated for various 
temperatures. 

The most applied is the e*intillator-photonmltiplier ays-
tern. In the ccintillatov, the r-ray photon energy is converted in 
a first step into tbe Vineţie energy of one or «ore electrons, and 
in a second step this kinetic energy is converted into light ener
gy. The scintillators which are the noat frequently used in x-ray 
measareiftenis fro» the hot plasmas and some of thţir specific fea
tures are given ia Table 2. The WB io2 plastic scintillators are 
the most oftea used because they have a small decay constant cf 
about 2 ns /5S/. The response efficiencies for NR lo2 scintillat
or in the l-lo keV range ara given in /57A A typical thickness 
of 1 tea of KB lo2 plastic scintillator la u*o« in differan* at-ray 
plasma emission measurements. 

The light emission of the scintillator is frequently measur
ed using an appropriate photonultiplier tube. The wi*« applica
tion of scintillation detector» is due to the exceptional quali

ty 6 
tie* of VM photoMultiplier as a high gain (le -lo ), snort ^ . sa 
tiire (severtd nc) and lev noise amplifier. 

A careful shielding of the scir.tJllator-photomultiplier 
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system froa the v i s i b l e radiation of the plaeaa la necessary. 

The f i l t e r ia aoaettnes used te obturat* the -risible plasraa ra

diation a lso . Especially i a aueh. a ease i t i s essential to cheek 

i t for pinholes by baek illumination of the f i l t e r assembly with 

an intense l ight and -visually inspecting the f o i l ia a dark 

room/fy. 

In the semiconductor detector the z-ray photons aust gene

rate ehargs carriers. I t i s requested that the matber of carri

ers produced atosmld be l iuearly related to the energy absorbed, 

that the energy to generate the» te snail and that the carriers) 

have a large aobi l i ty . 

detector 
AcMw« region 

- Integrator 

— Otcrttescope ,, 

50 ft 

Fig>7 Electrical circuit of a silicon PIN diode used to oteasure 

the x-ray plasma emission transmitted through a filter /58t*>9/« 

Silicon FIN diodes are the aost frequently used la the 

filter aethod. figure 7 /f)8,59/ schematically depicts tha elec

trical cireuit of -» silicon PIN diode, which can be characteris

ed ae consisting of a dead layer and an active or depletion re

gion. The charge output, Q, which results when the detectov la-

irradiated with an x-ray energy spectru» S(E) is given by the 

followxng lategral equation /53(58,59/ : 

Q « A B \ 1(B) 3(2) dB (1.9) 
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where A is the detector area exposed te z rays, B is the detec

tor sensitivity sf 0.272 C/J of #nergy absorbed in the deple-

tioa region and I la the response function given by 

H(B) 
- ^ ( 1 ) . ^ -^ 2(D.D 2 iV?> ( 1 #-

Yi 2
( ] l )- D3 ) 

T\.2(l) 
(l.lo) 

the filter, dead layer and depletion layer are identified by the 

sabssrlpts 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The attenuation coefficient 

t£ denotes the total mass attenv»tion coefficient. The attenua

tion coefficient denotes the energy transfer coefficient which 

Ignores the energy carried off by Coapton scattered photons. D, 

(i«l,2,3) is the thickness of the ith element. Physically, the 

produot of the first two exponential terms gives the fraction 

of the incident spectrum transmitted through the filter and 

dead layer. The bracked term gives the fraction absorbed in the 

active region. 

the silicon FIR diodes exhibit long-term stability and 

less than lo£ detector-to-detector variation in response to a 

given spectrum, the response time of the silicon PIH diodss of 

about le ns is inadequate to time resolved measurements of the 

short x-ray plasma emission pulses. 

I The detection of the hard x-rays transmitted through 

appropriate filters Is sometimes performed using x-ray films. 

So, in A 9 / in the study of x-ray amission from a laser produced 

plasma, the transmission filters were placed in front of a 25um 

pinhole. The x-ray image was recorded on Kodak 307 film with a 

resolution of 4© urn. Film density was converted to x-ray inten

sity using the SC7 fila calibration. The resulting intensity pro

files wars converted to energy emitted per unit volume per atera-

dien by Abel inversion after correcting for magnification and 
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acoeptanee angle. 

The hard x-ray emission (in the 6o-5oo keV range) fro» 

plasma foeus was recorded using nuclear emulsions covered by 

appropriate filters in /14,55/. The energies of the individual 

electrons produced by the photoelectric effect and by Compton 

scattering in the nuclear emulsion are measured and the x-ray 

spectra are deduced. The expected number of electron tracks in 

emulsion per unit energy range N(B)- is calculated from /14/ * 

H(B) » (4TT)"1 A(B) T(E) »X(B) d<2- (l.lll) 

where A(B), T(E) and Ny(B) are the efficiency of nuclear emul

sion, the attenuation through the absorbing filter used and 

number of incident photons per unit energy interval, respecti

vely. The efficiency of nuclear emulsion A(E) is evaluated using 

the chemical composition given in /6o/. 

Fig.8 Experimental 

arrangement used in 

/55/ for hard x-ray 

emission measure

ment from a plasma 

focus by filter me

thod using nuclear 

emulsions. 

i . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . . • [ 

0 5 10 15 20 
ca 

Experimental set-up presented in /55/ for hard x-ray emis

sion measurements from a plasma focus using nuclear emulsions is 

shown in Fig.8. A Cd filter of about 1.3 m thickness was used to 

attenuate the x rays below 7o keV. The flat face of the IIford 

K-5 nuclear emulsion was inclined at 3° to the x-ray beam so that 

the x rays enter the surface of the emuleion. After exposure to a 

13 mm 

Be window 
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single shot and processing, the emulsions «ere scanned syateaa-

tloally for electron tracks. The electron energies are obtained 

using the relation given In /6o/. A few tracks indicating elec

tron energies of greater than 5oo keV have been obtained in / U / 

from a plasma focus. 

1.1.3 K-edge filter spectrometry of the x-ray plasma ealssion. 

Am x-ray plasma emission spectrometry can be performed by 

measuring simultaneously ><n several calibrated ehannels the x-ray 

transmission through filters which have the K-edge energies as 

uniformly spaced as possible over the spectral region of inter

est /59/. The K-edge energy of a material is an index of the 

energy where it is most effective. Typically» one chooses filters 

whose thiekness is three mean paths D^ at the K-edge energy (D^ 

is given by ~K(S^).Djfl). la the x-ray spectrum of a plasma 

there ars significant parts which are innaccesible to the K-edge 

filter technique beeause foils are not available, cannot be ob

tained pinhole-free, are too reactive, or not practical to fab

ricate. In these regions one uses varying thickness foils of 

•practical" materials which border the innaceessible region. 

Some referenoes concerning K-edge filter spectrometry of x-ray 

emission from a laser produced plasma ajta given in Table 3. 

The most used detectors in the K-aige filter spectrome

ters are the silicon FIN diodes. The absorption properties of 

sllioom are well enough known, and the manufacturer's specifica

tions are sufficiently accurate that a spectral unfold based on 

K-edg* filtered signals from Pljf detectors is essentially an ab

solute speetrum, without calibrating each detector. The speetrum 

8(1) is obtained by inusrting the experimental value Q and the 

response fumation 1(1) corresponding to each channel in Bq.1.9, 
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and solving the resulting integral equations for 3(E). An auto

matized device fur E-edge filter spectrometry of x-ray emission 

from a laser produced plasma is presented in /66/. 

It is shown in /59/ that the utilization of a E-edge fil

ter does not necessarily imply that a filter-detector sensitiv

ity is near the filter E-edge energy, but rather its peak sen

sitivity region is influenced substantially by the spectral 

shape to be measurei. 

table 3 Examples of E-edge filter speotroaeter using in 

laser produced plasma studies. 

Spectral range 

5oo eV-2o keV 

2 - loo keV 

0.7 - 2o keY 

5 - 3 7 keV 

1.4 - 56 ke? 

4 - 4o keV 

Number of 

channels 

7 

lo 

22 

9 

7 

9 

Detection system 

PIN diodes 

Semiconductor detec

tors and scintillator-

photomultiplier systems 

Pllf diodes 

Sclntillator-photomul-

tiplier systeae 

PIE diodes 

PIN diodes 

Seferenoe 

758/ 

/6V 

/62/ 

/63/ 

/64/ 

/65/ 

\ 

1.1.4 X-ray plasma emission spectrometry using Boss filters. 

A Ross filter or differential filter, devised by Boss 

/67/, ia composed of two elements adjacent in the periodic 

table, selected and prepared to give almost identical transmis» 

sione outside of region which lies between the K-edges (fig.9). 

The difference between the x-ray intensities transmitted 

through the two component filters ie a measure of the x-ray ia-
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tensity in the range between their K-edges which is the so-called 
spr-itral window region or the bandpass of the Ross filter. The 
matching of the x-ray transmission through the two component 
filters oatside of the bandpass is the reason for which the Ross 
filter was initially and often called the balanced filter. 

fig.9 Schematic plot of 
absorption ooelfioients Tor
sos x-ray wavelength for the 
two oomponent filters of a 
Ross filter* 

The Ross filters were frequently used to isolating ( 
noehromatisinf) the K * line of some elements by matching the 
transmissions through two /68,69/t three /7o/ or four /71/ comv-
ponent filters in experiments on the scattering oi x rays by 
gases and liquids which often require a source of monochromatic 
radiation of higher intensity than that yielded by the Bragg 
spectrometer. Some old preoccupations concerning the automaţio 
recording in the Roes filter measurements can be found for ex
ample in /73-T7/. 

The isolation of a spectral range of an x-ray source can 
be obtained using a Ross filter by a proper choise of the compo
nent filters with their K-edges bordering the respective rang*. 
The ratio X^/AA of the wavelength at the bandpass to the band
pass width is a convenient measure of the resolving power of a 
pair of Roes filters /li/* 

The ratio of mass absorption ooefficients of an x-ray 
filter at its K-edge is eoamonly omlled the K-Jump. An approx
imate relation for the K-Jump of an absorbent was given by 



Table 4 Narrow energy band Ross filter systems /8l/. 

Foil type 

Sc 

? 

Fa 

Fe 

Co 

m 
Hi 

OB 

ZB 

ZB 

Y 

Mo 

Mo 

A« 

Sn 

Thickness 
ag/ca 

8.51 
6.98 
4.9o 

12.1 

lo.9 

9.29 

24.4 
53.4 
2o.6 

61.7 

31.8 

26.o 

47.9 

33.9 

29.1 

micron 

28.4 

11.4 

6.3 

19.5 

12.2 

lo.4 

27.4 
26.2 

se.9 
86.3 

71.2 

25.4 

46.5 

32.2 
39.7 

E-edge 

keY 

4.493 
5.469 
7.U2 

7.112 

7.7o9 

8.333 

8.333 

8.979 

9.699 

9.699 

17.039 

19.999 

19.999 
29.914 
29.2oo 

Fig. 11 Reaponaa curve a calealat-

ed in /81/ for a Rose filter 

with ailieon PIH diodes of 

25© ua thiekneaa and 29 as2 

area. 

2 4 10 20 40 100 
X-ray energy in keV 
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Muller /78/ I 

r - 1 + 63.868 z"°'62°7 (1.12) 

The K-jumps of the two component filters of a Ross fil

ter must be approximately equal. The matching of the K-jumps can 

be obtained also by combining with the filter of larger jump a 

layer of a third absorber possesing no jump in the observed 

region and having a thickness such that the jump of this combi

nation equals the jump of that original filter whose jump was 

the lese /69,77/. 

The thicknesses of the eomponent filters of a Boss fil

ter are computed tacking into aooount the x-ray mass absorption 

coefficients of the respective materials and the characteris

tics of the detection system. The balanoo of the two filtT-do-

teetor systems of a Boss filter is attained and confirmed by mm» 

asur«menta using a orystal sptjetreaoter. The eomponent filter* 

should be constructed initially to have too big thioknesses se 

that they can be made smaller by polishing or grinding, keeping 

constant their ratio» until they have r?i» optimum values. 

8o»e other methods of filter balancing are given in /79/* 

the use of two diaphragms of slightly differing apertures or 

the area of one filter may be partly obscured by a few distri

buted lengths r>f fine lead fuse wire. Methods of filter cons

truction ara discussed also in /79/ • rolling, polishing, elee-

trodepositlon, evaporation, solutions, powders. 

Source Filter! Detector! 

oscilloscope 

filter? Detector 2 

2i£ilo Ross filter-silicon diode radiation measuring system/8o/ 

3 
CM snocfc 



gable 5t Broad energy band Ross filter systeas /8l/. 

Foil type 

*i 
Za 

Za 

T 
•o 

l o 

aa 

8a 
Vd 

»t 
»a 
fa 

Fb 

Pb 

0 

thickness 

ng/cm2 

17.3 
7.28 

61.7 
31.8 

26<a 

47. S 

29*1 

89.8 

9 3 * 

199 # 

92.7 

422.0 
288. a 

6o5.a 
435.0 

aieron 

38 1 
1«.2 

86.3 
71 . t 
25.4 

46.5 

39.7 

123. a 

55.9 

228.0 

55.9 

254.» 
294.0 

533.» 
354.0 

K-edge 

keT 

4.965 

9.659 

9.659 

17.039 

19.999 

19.999 
29.2O0 

29.2ao 

43.563 

43.563 
67.414 

67.414 
88.006 

88.006 

115.6o3 

?ig.!2 Speatroaetry of x-ray 

emission fYoa a plasma focus 

performed ia /ft4/. a) Experi

mental arrangement of the 

filter set and detection 

system on the plasma focus 

device; b) Cross aaoticra of 

filters and scintillators 

mounted on glass wiadows 

sealed to mounting plate. 

-Vacuum chamber 
-Plasma focos 

7,. x-ray source 

Bandpass-
filter set 

130 cm 

rFitter 

.Light guide 

hotonultipUtr 

Glass T'^Jnt i l lator 

*-Al itrainium 

K=3 
-Aluminium ^Light gurda 

plate —flc«K-
(b) 
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Several example» sf Boss filter using ia hot plasma dia#-

noatios oan be found in /55,*8o-83A 1'ae most used defectors are 
the silicon PIS diodes (Pig.lo). The characteristics of soae 
Bo»9 filters in the 4.5 - 115 keV range as given tm /8l/ are re
produced in Tables 4 mn& 5. Sfeene were aonputed taekir-g into ac-
oount the characteristics of silicoa FIR dioles with layer thiojfc-

o 
mess of 25o u* and area af 25 mm . Am example of transmission 
curves obtained im /8l/ for a Boss filter with silicon PIN dio
des is given in Fig.11. These Boss filters have been used im the 
spectrometry of x-ray emission from a plasma fecus-

The filters need im /84/ la x-ray mamaur«aents from a 
plasma focus (Tig.12) ean be considere* as particula? Boas fil
ters, fhn x-ray bandpass intervale are forced by combinations ef 
transmission through K-eOf* filters and absorption in this 
sheets of plaatie scintillator. Each aeistillaeor is matched to 
a filter by choosing the seintillater sufficiently thin that its 
x-ray absorption decreases rapidly at photon energies above the 
filter's K-edge. The energy dependent response R of each oombi-
natiom is defined by the relation H * 7.4, where T-exp(- KJDf) 
is the filter transmissiem ană A«l-exp(-tt D ) ie the ssintil-
lator absorption ( K l s absorption coeffioient, D is thickness). 
There is a linear proportionality between the aaount of x-ray 
energy absorbed by the scintillator and the amount »f visible 
light output. The thin layer» ef filters and scintillator were 
mounted flat on rigid glass supports (Pig.12 b) and the back 
side of the metallic filters was darkened s: that there was neg
ligible (or at least equal) reflection of scintillation light 
in all filter units. 
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1.1.5 filter-fluoreacer spectrometry of x-ray plana* emission. 

gift.13 One channel of a 

filter-fluoreaesr speo-

trometer /8?/. 

The filter-fluorescer spectrometer is a powerful tool for 

measuring x-ray spectrum from high fluenee x-vay sources /85-87/. 

One channel of a filter-fluoreseer speotrometer is schematically 

depicted im Pig.13. It consists of a prefilter, a fluoreseer, 

and usually a postfilter which is useful but not essential. Fi

gure 14 ahows the prefilter transmission (a), flu.>rescer cross 

option (b), peatf Uter transmission (c), and the joint response 

function of theae three aomponents (d). the K-edge of the prefil

ter is at an energy (E ) greater than that of the fluorescer 

(Ef), E > Ef. the energy region between E and tJ9 ( B - Bf) 

defines the bandpass of this spectrometer channel. The applica

tion of the spectrometer just described is limited to 12o keV 

because there are no practical K absorption edges above this 

energy. This spectrometer type is very useful in iceasuring gross 

structure of an x-ray spectrum, especially in cases where the 

soarea intensity is so high that it is necessary to reduce the 

x-ray fluxes on the detector, or to avoid plaoing detectors di-

reetly in the beam line. 

A filter-fluorescer spectrometer which can be used for 

measuring hign fluence x rays above 12o ke? is presented also 

in /67/. In this oass the K-edge of the prefilter Bp i» chosen 

tstfc« 

[olUssJor 

Pr»f»tt«rJi£ fciJ
r»m»r«se«r 

WjsHHttr-«sw = » 
Cettia^r-agjaas 

8e*ertor 
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Table 6. Parameters of a four channel filter-fluorescer 

spectrometer /87/. 

X-rajr tnerqf 

150 

1 200 

iso 

3 300 

Frefilter 

K*ttha( 

Djr 

NT 

Hf 

Ac 
HI 

Thicknet» 

(na) 

U7 

• 

to. • 

nuorascar 

Material 

AM 

f% 

Fa 

Pa 
i i .> i i « • . 

Thickness 

!••> 

0.Q7M 

0.127 

_ _ _ _ 

1*itfilt«r 

Material 

Au 

Pb 

Yb 

. . . • - . 

Thickness 

(•ft) 

o.m 

0.3* 

CM* 

O.VW 

Defector 

Nal(Tt) 

lav) 

3 

) 

I 

emailer than that of the fluorescer Bf (Pig.15). The peak posi

tion of the response function of one channel oan be adjusted by 

properly choosing the prefilter, fluoresces ppstfilter materiel 

and thickness. Materials and their thiokneeses of four channels 

of a filter-fluoreacer spectrometer at 15of 2oof 25o and 3©o keT 

which are presented in /87/ are reproduced in Table 6. Thia 

filter-fluorescer spectrometer has been used for nea»raring sfc-

prathermal x-ray apectrun froa laser-driven nuclear fnoio*. 

1.2 Crystal apectroaeters used in x-ray plaaaa enisalon 

measurements. 

X-ray spectra of multiple charged ions, emitted froa hot 

plasmas are characterized by a conplexity of lines (resonant 

lines, intereombination and satellite lines). The development 

e of the hot plaeaa x-ray spectroscopy involve a the following pro

blema to be solved /88/I 

- qaiculus of the wavelengths and some other spectroscop

ie characteristics of the multiple charged ions with a rather 

high accuracy that to assure a reliable interpretation of the 

experimentat, dataj 
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- ascertainment of the excitation mechanisms of the 

spectra; 

- improvement of the measuring devices. 

Crystal roeotrometers are useful for x-ray emission study 

above 5oo eV in energy. The spectrum analyoia consists both in 

line emission identification and line profile study. 

In the case of line profile analysis one must take into 

account the source geometry, the entrance slit and the type of 

the crystal. The line profile on the detector piano will he a 

convolution of the source width, slit width, orystal width, and 

plasma parameters (Stark and/or Soppier broadening). One can 

estimate the ion temperature from Soppier broadening and elec

tron density from Stark broadening. 

As a result of line identification one can estimate for 

example the plasma temperature from the intensity ratio of the 

satellite lines to the resonant lines. 

The time resolved measurement of the x-ray line emission 

from the multiple charged ions in laser produced plasmas can 

give some information about thi dynamics of the plasma, deve

lopment and allow tp establish the role of the main elementary 

processes at different moments. One oan estimate the compres

sion ratio of a microsphere simultaneously irradiated by se

veral powerful laser beams (e.g. /89-94,269/}. 

In the oase of magnetic confinement devices, in parti-

culaz -tokomaks,, tho x-ray spectroscopy is used also to diag

nose the presence of impurities in the plasma and to investi

gate their spatial distribution and radial transport. X rays 

are also one of the main diagnostic tools in the investigation 

of KHD fluctuations and disruptions in tokamaks. 

The mosw frequently used crystals as dispersive ele

ments in crystal spectrometers are give» in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Crystals used in x-ray spectrometers. 

Crystal 

KAP (potassium acid 

phthalate) 

RAP (rubidium acid 

1 phthalate) 

TAP (thaliuo acid 

phthalate) 

PET (pentaerythritol) 

LiP (lithiumfluoride) 

ADP (amoniu» diacid 

phosphate) 

Mica 

Graphite 

Quartz 

do (germanium) 

Si (silicon) 

Gypsum 

Lattice constant 

2d (£) 

26.62 

(25-27) 

(25-27) 

8.742 

4.027 
(2.84, 1.8o) 

10.643 

19.8 

6.7o8 

2.028 

(2.3994,8.5o7) 

6.5 

6.27 

15^185 
• 

Several references 

concerning the use i 

of the spectrometer j 

1 
/3",54,62,95-lc6/ 

/l 04,lo7-l09,264/ 

/9o-92,110,268/ 

/94,lo8,lll-117,265/ 

/1O3,-1O5,111,118-

121/ 

/lo4,122/ 

/lo4,105,123-125/ 

/lo3,111,12o,126/ 

/122,127-132/ 

/93,127,133/ 

/lo5,133/ 

/93/ 

The spectrometer can includes either a flat, curved (con

cave or convex) or twisted crystal. Plat or concave crystals 

are the most frequently used as monochromators, unless the crys

tal can be placed very close to the radiation source, such as in 

laser produced plasmas. Por the most sources, a convex crystal 

spectrometer is necessary to cover a large enough wavelength 

range. 

The x-ray recording in the most crystal spectrometers is 

accomplished by using x-ray films /32,59,62,83,9o,92-94,98,loo, 



1 
Prefilter 
transmission 

Ruorescer 
cross section 

Postfilter 
tranMitssian 

Joint rtsponse 
U ) . ( b ) . u ' 

k«V (log scale) 

Pig.14 Characteristic curves 

drawn for the components of one 

channel of a conventional 

filter-fluorescer spectrometer 

/67/ used in x-ray measurements 

of energies smaller than 12okeV. 

(a) / 

J 
(b) 

JL 

Preflher 
transmission 

Fluorescer 
cross section 

Postf titer 
transmission 

Joint response 
faMb)» (c ) 

e~?^-t. keVllog scale) 

Fig.15 Characteristic curves 

drawn for the components of 

one channel of a filter-fluor-

escer spectrometer used for 

measuring high fluence x rays 

above 12o keV /87/'. 
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Io2,io5ilio,126,134/. One can use alao the scintillator-photo-

multiplier systems /99,12o/, position sensitive proportional 

.counters /99,112,114-116,129,13o,135,136/, semiconductor detec

tors /99,lol/ or x-ray streak camera /lo8,lo9,117,264/. 

In the case of a crystal spectrometer it is necessary 

to distinguish between its geometrical resolving power tind the 

resolving power determined by the diffraction pattern of the 

crystal. Theoretically the resolving powe* will be a maximum 

when the geometrical resolving power is made AO high that the 

resolution of the instrument is determined only by the widths 

of the diffraction patterns. 

Several references which contain ample descriptions of 

some crystal spectrometers are for example /137-144/. 

1.2.1 Flat crystal spectrometers. 

It is well known that the x rays are selectively reflec

ted by the atomic planes in crystals (Pig.16). The difference 

in path between two coherent rays displaced by a whole number of 

wavelengths is 

_JL . d «"a 2QS B> (1.13) 

sinQ 8in0 

or m7\ o 2d sinQ (1.14) 

where d is the lattice constant,9 is the glancing angle (comple

mentary to the incidence angle), m is the order of diffraction. 

This is the Bragg's law which is a fundamental law of 

x-ray spectroscopy for a sufficiently high resolution in a first 

approximation. The selective reflection of a crystal was used in 

/145/ to design a new x-ray interferometer. 

In fh« crystal spectrometers the selective reflection is 
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used to resolve an x-ray bean into its component wavelengths. 

In a flat crystal spectrometer only one slit is necessa

ry to tfet a rather good resolution. It can either be placed in 

front of, or behind the crystal. With the slit placed in front 

of the crystal an x-ray spectrum can be registered all arround 

a circle having its centre in the crystal surface and the dis

tance from the slit to the centre of the crystal as radius. For 

this purpose the crystal has to be rotated with its axis of ro

tation perpendicular to the plane of this circle and through 

ita oentre (Fig.17). The reflected rays with the same wavelen

gth will cross the circle at one and the same point regardless 

of the position of the crystal at the moment of reflection. 

Fig.36 Ssleetive reflective 

of x rays by atomic planes 

of a crystal lattice /138/« 

Fig.17 "Focusing" condition 

for rotating plane crystals 

/138/. 0 is the slit, AA the 

position of the reflecting 

crystal surface at the time t 

and A,A, the position at 

*+ At. AOCB * AOPF. fl is th# 

"image" or the slit. 

Even with the crystal in a fixed position a narrow 

spectrum can be observed owing to the width of the spot from 

the source. 

The geometrical reeeltrfcio» of a flat crystal a.p*etren«" 
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ter is determined by the width and position.of the slit and the 

height of the spot from the source combined with the height of 

the reflecting crystal surface. The ideal resolTing power of a 

flat crystal spectrometer is defined by /I38/ 

4 T « -̂ - (1.15) 

where «7 is the half-width of the diffraction pattern expres

sed in seconds of arc and D is the angular dispersion. 

In the case of large area sources, a Soller x-ray colli

mator can be used, which consists of a system of parallel pla

tes. The geometrical angular collimation AG * ™ is given by 

the ratio of spacing s to length 1 of the plates A46/ 

A0^2 - »A (1.16) 

The effective collimation width for the flat crystal 

spectrographic measurement is usually set by the intensity 

level*of the emission source. In order to minimise its effect 

upon the instrument spectral energy resolution) it is necessary 

to choose a crystal analyzer with a 2d spacing close to the 

size of the wavelength being analysed and thus gain large-angle 

high-disperai on reflectivities /14o/. Proa Table 7 one can see 

that there are no crystals of 2d-values in the 4o-5o 2 range. 

Por this region it has been constructed multilayer analysers 

by the succesive vacuum deposition (sputtering or evaporation) 

of heavy and light elements. An example can be found in /1A1/1 

a tungsten-carbon, sputtered multilayer of 62 d-spacings (11 % 

of W and 11 Î of C) with an effective 2d-value of 44«2 Î. 

Molecular multilayers have been developed also /96, 

140-142,147/*. lead laurate, lead myristate, lead stearate, 

lead lignocerate and lead melissate with 2d-values equal to 
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about 7o, 80, loo, 13o and 160 Â, respectively. In /148/ a new 

crystal for 2oo-12oo eV soft x-ray spectroscopy is presented! 

a liquid crystal In the smectic B phase ( C.HQC-^-CHN-^-GQR^^) 

with a 2d spacing of about 60 %.. 

When hard x raya are ooncerned the slit has to be made of 

a very absorbent material» for example gold or lead. Because 

small angles are involved in this caso, it la more convenient 

to transmit the beam through a «lie*, of crystal (Fig. 18). 

There ara realized double spectrometers /149-153/ i n 

which the x raya are reflected twice at the surfaces of two con

secutive crystals plaeed in parallel or antiparallel position. 

In /152/ the scattering geometry of a triple-axis spectrometer 

is given. 

Some details concerning the oonatruetloa of the flat crys

tal spectrometers oan be found in /I38/. 

Several examples of flat crystal spectrometer using in 

the study of x-ray eaiasion from the hot plasmas oan be found in 

/32,54,9o-94,96-99,lo2,lo6,llo,113,12e,121,134,154,265/. 

Fig. 18 Selective reflection by 

transmission of the x-ray beam 

through a crystal slab A38/. 

1.2.2 Concave bant crystal spectrometers 

An increase of luminosity of x-ray spectrometers was ob

tained by concentrating the x-ray beam in the direction perpen-
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di cuiar to that of the dispersion by bending the crystals. The 

cylindrical surface of the crystal will concentrate the reflec

ted bean so thmt short and more intense lines are produced. In 

the case of an ideal focussing the light of the lines will be 

determined by the height of the slit. 

Two principal types of concave crystal spectrometers 

have been designed! 

-) Johann type spectrometer A55/ with s crystal which 

is bent to a radius twice that of the Rowland circle of focus

sing (Fig. 19 a). The x rays of wavelength XQfrom a spot placed 

on the circle are reflected in such a way as to give a fairly 

sharp line on the same circle. In this configuration the line 

is not the result of an ideal focussing. The focussing defect 

is asymetrical. It will increase with the distance of the point 

of reflection from the centre of the crystal and this increase 

will be much steeper for one half of the crystal than for the 

other. The maximum extension of the focussing defect is in the 

first approximation /l 38,155/ 

— ooe9 (1.17) 
8r 

where 1 is the width of the reflecting surface in the plane of 

the focussing circle, r is the crystal radius, and the Bragg 

glancing angle. The focussing defect will decrease with in

creasing 9 • As a result this configuration is conveniently ad

apted for great glanoing angles. For 0>45° the focussing de-

feot rapidly becomes insignificant. Evidently, this focussing 

defeot will diminuate the geometrical resolving power of the 

instrument. 

In the case of small glancing angles, at short wavelen

gths, it Is more oonvenient to use the transmission spectro-
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meter (Pig. 19b). In this case the maximum linit'^f the focussing 

defect will increase with the glancing angle 0 . 

The Johann type spectrometer has been used for example in 

A29-131.156/. 

-) Johansson type spectrometer A 5 7 / with a crystal which 

is bent to the same radius as the Rowland circle (Pig. 19c). The 

x rays now strike the atomic planes under such conditions as to 

ensure ideal focussing, at least theoretically. However, technic

al difficulties accompanying the bending of crystals give a li

mit to the application of this spectrometer typs. An, Johansson 

type spectrometer is described for example in /l33/» which con

tains a Si or Ge crystal (4o mm wide and lo mm high) with a ra

dius of curvature of 352 - 5 am. The Johansson type spectrometsr 

is described also in /12&A 

Some devices for bending the crystals ars desoribed for 

example in A38,158/. The radius of-the orystal in the oonoavs 

crystal spectrometers varies between 5o and 4oo cm. 

Pig.19 Different types of focussing through concave crystal spec

trometers A38/. a) Johann type spectrometer; b) transmission 

spectrometer; c) Johunsson type spectrometer. 

The wavelengths of the spectral lines obtained by using 

ooncave crystal spectrometers are determined by Interpolation 
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using proper sets of reference lines. Several more important re

ference lines are given for example in Table 8. In /138/ there 

are given many x-ray lines of different elements. Some of them 

can be used as reference lines. 

Table 8 Wavelengths of some K-series lines of fundamental 

importance as reference lines /138/. 

Line 

74 W £<x1 

51 3b Koo1 

47 Ag K<x1 

42 Mo Koc^ 

29 Cu Koo ± 

26 Ye Koo1 

looo ÎU 

A i n H) 

208.573 

469.373 

558.253 

707.831 
1537.396 

1932 .o6 (3 ) 

« l . o o 2 o 2 % 

If the spectrum has been recorded along the Rowland 

circle, a convenient procedure is to calculate the glancing 

angles for the reference lines and to interpolate linearly the 

glancing angles of the details in the spectru» to be investigat

ed. One can use the following two interpolation formula» /138/; 

- when the spectrum is recorded along a line perpendicu

lar to the direction from the centre of the crystal 

tan A 0 - -ft- tanAG' 

1 + S^Z* ta»AQ'tano6 
(1.18) 

- when the spectrum is recorded along a tangent to the 

Rowland circle 

tanAG - -f- tan A 9' 

1 - *Z& tanAQ' cot( 0'• 2<*) 
(1.19) 
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Im these formulae the reference lines L^ and L. (Fig.2o) 

have the glancing angles 6 and 6 + AG while the unknown line 

L has the glancing angle 6 + A9 • These two formulas are valid 

for transmission spectrometers as well for surface reflection 

Instruments. 

I±g.2o Figures to the interpolation formulae (1.18) and (1.19) 

for a concave bent crystal spectrometer /138/. I», and 1», are 

reference lines» I is the line to be measured» O is the centre 

ef the crystal C. 

Another type ef crystal spectrometer is the Von-Hamos 

type spectrometer A 5 9 / which was used in Ao8,111, 112,114-117» 

124,126/ and analyzed for example im /137/. In this spectrometer 

both the entrance slit and the detector there are on the axis 

of a oylindrioally bent orystal (Pig.21). 

Among advantages ef this instrument over an Jojman design 

there are All/1 

- ability to reoord an extended range of spectrum simul

taneously j 
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- a very easy adjustment; 
- a simple unambiguous spectrum readout; 
- minimal loss of resolution for extended or off-axis 

sources; 
- high quality focussing perpendicular to the dispersion 

plane. 
The x-ray spectrum can be recorded by a position sensi

tive proportional counter /112,114-116/ or by using an x-ray 
streak camera /lo8r117/. 

Fig»21 Focussing through the Von-Hamos type spectrometer in 
which the entrance elit and the detector there are on the axis 
ef a cjr̂ i»4xţ0*̂ l4 bent atfetal /111, 114/. 

Im /ill/ lx was proposed the use in this configuration of 
• mosaic of single crystal domains of > apropriate microscopic 
•is* to improve the sensitivity-resolving power product of the 
speetrometer by over an order of magnitude. 

A modified form of the Von-Hamos crystal spectrometer is 
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described in /125/. It is particularly suited to obtaining time-

resolved spectra from small laser produced plasma without obst

ruction of laser beam. This is achieved by bending the crystal 

on the surface of a cone rather than a cylinder such that well 

focussed images are produced in a plane normal to the axis of 

the spectrometer. 

An elliptic concave crystal spectrometer is described in 

/144.147/. 

1.2.3 Convex bent crystal spectrometers. 

The convex bent crystal spectrometer /142,16o/ shown 

schematically in Fig.22 diffracts a range of x-ray wavelengths 

simultaneously and thus it is ideal for measuring spectral dis

tribution from hot plasmas of short lifetimes. The wavelength 

range is determined by the spacing of the crystal lattioe and 

the crystal geometry. Thus if 9, and 0„ r« .resent the Bragg 

angles in degrees at each end of the cryse&i of length L and 

radius r, the extremes ef wavelength will bo give» by relation 

/161/ I 

rs,_i_i§2- (1.20) 
Q1 - 9 2 ^ 

combined with the Bragg re la t ion (Eq.1.14). 

^ q Detector* 

X-raj Aperture ? " " 
ptvet system 

Pig.22 Schematic of 

convex bent crystal 

spectrometar /l6o/. 
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The radius of curvature as small as 2-3 cm '/pas -or a 

long time an impediment in application of thfs spectrometer 

type. 3ueh a small radius of curvature can be obia*tned hy plas

tically bending the crystal slab at about 4oo-5oo°C The thick

ly 

kess Q.f "the crystal slab is of several hur.drethr ,î a milliaetrc. 

Care is required to avoid the polygoniaation ox the crystal by 

recrystallization /l6o/. It is wise to keep the length of the 

crystal along its arc as short as possible consistent with the 

< wavelength range of interest to avoid the interference from 

other, planes. 

It is sometimes of advantage to deliberately cut and 

orient the crystal so that the sidebands are used to obtain 

several degrees of dispersion on a single exposure /l6o/. 

Sensitivity or spectral response of this spectrometer, 

that is the intensity cf the diffracted spectrum compared to the 

incident spectrum, is much smaller than that of flat or concave 

crystal spectrometers. It depends on the aperture size, the 

crystal diffracting power, the radius of curvature of the crys

tal, the diffracting planes used, and on the distance to the 

film or detectors /16o/. 

The dispersion for a convex bent crystal spectroneter, 

where the crystal and film planes are concentric is given for 

the parallel light' case by /16 2/ '. 

4^. « 2d cos 8 ^ 2 1 j 

«• R { ^ 9 [ l - ( r/n cosG )2] 1 / 2 - 2 } 

where 1 i s the arc length along the film plane, r i s tne radius 

of curvature of che crystal and H i s the radius of curvature of 

t h e l i l m plane,0 s i > have the usual definitions. 
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By making ths film arc 71 Era radius ths distance aJong 
the arc fros a, ref erence point is sippr-oxixately equal to the ap
parent scattering angleH(-2 9. j ia. degrees. 2hs relation between 
2 8 and 2 0 is a g-eouetrieal calculation involving thţ source 
distance, the radius of the crystal, the angular orientation of 
the crystal, and the radius of the fila. The conversion in wave
lengths (energies) of the 29 angles is obtained, using the Bragg 
relation. 

Defector 
window 

Fig.«>3 Figure to the inter
polation formula (1.2̂ 2) 
for a convex bent crystal 
spectrometer with position 
sensitive proportional 
counter /162/. 

When a position sensitive proportional counter is used 
with its surface plane at an ang]e Ifi with respect to the inci
dent x-ray beam direction (Fig.23), the distance c from the ref
erence point Q, defined as the intercept of the minimum wave
length diffracted ray with the detector window, is given by 
relation /162/ : 

z - sin 29[sin(29 + if) J"1 fr( ainQ - sin02> -

- [r( cos Q? - COBQ ) + xl ( cot 20 ) • x cot 2 0 2 \ 

(1.22) 
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The notations are indicated in Pig.23. A small correction 

term must be included in the expression for z to allow for the 

finite range of photon absorption positions corresponding to a 

glancing angle ex. with the detector window,<*» / 9o I 

z » [o.35 / \X{ X)pj cose* (1.23) 

where u( A) and oare, respectively, the mass absorption coeffi

cient and density of the detector gas. In order to minimize the 

displacement and broadening of spectral lines, the detector 

angle w should be adjusted to equalize the glancing angles o<S, 

and 00p> &* each end of the detector window. 

The conversion of z values in wavelengths (energies) is 

obtaired by using relations (1.22) and (1.23) combined with 

Bragg relation. Since the resulting expression is rather un

wieldy, the most convenient means of decoding the position data 

is through the use of a computed conversion curve. 

The resolution of u convex bant crystal spectrometer 

varies with wavelength and depends on the angular divergence of 

the radiation incident on the crystal, the dispersion, the depth 

of penetration into the crystal and the crystal perfection A60/ 

When a position sensitive proportional counter is used for x-ray 

detection, the resolution depends also on the depth of x-ray 

penetration into the detector and spatial resolution of the det

ector /l62/« 

The ray tracing techniques are used in /I63/ to derive an 

analytic approximati on for the resolving power ^/A^ of oonvex 

oryatal spectrometers &a a function of the source size and Bragg 

angl«: 

A/A)\ - ( 2D / a ) tan0 (1.24) 
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where D is the distance from the source center to the crystal 

center and s is the linear source size. 

Several references concerning the use of convex bent crys

tal spectrometer in laser produced plasma diagnostics '. 

- In /59/ an x-ray spectrometer is used which contains a 

KAP crystal of o.oo5 cm thickness and 2.2 cm radius of curvature 

placed at 11 cm distance from the plasma. The x-ray detection is 

accomplished by using the Kodak 349o film with a radius of 

curvature of 5 cm. 

- In /loo/ the spectrometer contains three KAP crystals. 

Each crystal was bent along a 2o° arc with a radius of 12.7 cm. 

Dispersed radiation from each crystal ?/as incident upon a common 

x-ray (Kodak No-Screen) film. 

- In /23/ the convex KAP crystal has a radius of curvature 

of 2.5 cm and it was placed at 36 cm and 39 cm from the plasma. 

A Kodak NS 2T. film with a radius of curvature of 7.6 cm is used 

for x-ray recording. 

- In /62/ the convex KAT crystal has a radius of curvature 

of 2.3 cm (spectral range 0.7 - 2.1 keV). Recording is made on 

Kodak 349o film. 

Fig.24 A simple yet 

versatile spectrograph 

with multiple flat or 

con/ex crystals Ao5/. 
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A simple yet versatile spectrograph which can easily 

manufactured and employed with multiple flat or convex crystals 

is described in A°5/ (Pig.24). The body is made from a thick-

walled tube, with 0 rings to provide light and, possibly, 

vacuum seals. Internal diameters in +~u.e range from about 3 to 

3o cm can be employed, depending on the crystal type, sise, the 

plasma-to-crystal distance and the desired dispersion. Plats 

are provided for mounting the spectrograph as well as for the 

entrance window and when necessary a beam dump. The exit flat 

can be employed for mounting a mirror for laser alignment of 

the spectrograph housing relative to the bource. The crystal 

mount, which it attached to one cover of the instrument, can be 

made to acaept one or more flat or convex crystals along its 

axis on one or both sides* 

la /lo3/ a convex crystal spectrometer was used to study 

spectre from exploded-wire plasmas* 

1.2*4 Twisted oryatal spectrometers. 

In /127/ an x-ray spectrometer is presented in which an 

enlargement of the spectral range is achieved by twisting the 

crystal (Pig.25). 

I 

Pig.25 Schematic of twisted crystal x-

ray spectrometer A27/. 1 - parallel 

beam of x rays; 2 - slit; 3 - the 

twisted crystal; 4 - plane x-ray film. 

A prismatic single crystal sxab, whose main surfaces are 

parallel to a crystal plane of strong reflecting powei, is held 

at its two ends and twisted by several degrees. Thus, if the 
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crystal is twisted by an angle A0 , the diffracted range of 

wavelengths is 

AX «* 2d oos 0 A9 (1.25) 

and it depends on the initial setting of the diffracting plane 

relative to the x-ray bean. In /127/ a spectral range from 

about 1.75 to about 1.25 ft is obtained. 

It was specified also in f\21/ that one can use quartz 

and Ge crystals» 1 mm. wide, several tens of a millimeter thick, 

and twisted by about 4 - 6 ° . 

1.3 Orating spectrometers used in x-ray plasma emission 

measurements. 

Grating spectrometers are frequently used in the study 

of radiation emission from hot plasmas at energies below 6oo eV, 

namely in the extreme ultraviolet range ( 12oo I > X ~7 loo X ) 

and soft x-ray range ( loo 8 > X > 4 X ) or shortly saying, in 

xuv range ( 3 - 3oo % ). 

The dispersive element is a plane or concave grating. At 

x-ray wavelengths it is necessary to go to grazing incidence in 

order to obtain a usable grating efficiency. The grating reflec

tion into different orders has been studied by several authors 

/164-172/. In general, the closer the angle of incidence appro

aches 9o , the lower is the cut-off wavelength of the instrument. 

It is well known that the gracing incidence mounting 

suffers severly from astigmatism. Since astigmatism and other 

aberrations increase rapidly with increasing tike angle of incid

ence it is desirable to have the glancing angle ( complement of 

the incident angle) as large as possible, commensurate with the 

shortest wavelength of interest. 
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In selecting a material for an x-ray diffraction grating 
to be used at gracing incidence, one must take account of the 
relation between the glancing angle and the shortest wavelength 
that will be totally reflected /173/ I 

sin 9 - Xe c_1 ( n /ffn ) X / 2 (1.26) 

where 0 is the glancing angle, • and m are respectively, the 
charge and mass of the electron, c is the velocity of light, ne 

is the number of electrons per unit volume and A is the shortest 
wavelength to be totally reflected. As the glancing angle 
increases the reflectance decreases gradually until, at the 
critical angle, it drops rapidly, the angle at which this drop 
occurs is determined mainly by the real index of refraction and 
the rapidity of the drop is determined by the absorption index. 

Relation (1.26) indicates that sin 9 is proporţional to 
the square root ot nA. the number of electrons per cubic centi-
meter, n , as calculated in A?3/ for various materials is 
given in Table 9» One can see that gold and platinum have sig
nificantly higher nm values than do aluminium and its oxide or 
glass» the traditional grating surfaces. In practice, gold is 
preferable for ruling original gratings, platinum for over
coating replicas. 

The lowest wavelength attainable with any grazing incid
ence Instrument depends on the glancing angle, the grating sur
face, the blase angle of the grating, the light source, and 
other factors. An important factor is the cleanliness of the 
vacuum'system A73-175/. The contamination on the grating sur
face from hydrocarbons, silicon oil, etc. can produce a shift 
of its cut-off wavelength to higher values. 
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fable 9 n » the number of electrons per cubic centimeter, 

calculated for various materials /173A 

Material 
Total number of 

electrons per 

atom or molecule 

C 
Al 
Ge 
Pt 
Au 
0 
A1203 

S102 (glass) 

°3°8 
Pentadscane 

CH3(OH2)13CH3 

6 
13 
32 
78 
79 
92 
5o 
3o 
340 
122 

Atomic weight 

(molecular) 

12.o 

27.o 

73.o 

195 
197 
238 
102 
6o 
842 
212 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

1.9 
2.7 
5.3 
21.4 

19.3 

19.0 

3.9 
2.6 
8.3 
0.77 

Atoms/cm3 

(molecules 

9.5xlo22 

6.0 
4.4 
6.6 
5.9 
4.8 

2.3 
2.6 
o.59 
o.22 

* 

57xlo22 

78 
141 
514 
466 
442 
115 
78 
2ol 
27 

Details of the construction of different grazing inoidenoe 

spectrometers for xuv wavelengths can be found for example in 

/176-182/. Some measurements performed in the extreme ultraviolet 

range of the hot plasma emission are presented for example in 

/176,l83,l84/t and some x-ray measurements there are presented 

for example in /7,174,185-188/. Gratings having 600 lines/mm are 

more frequently used in measurements on hot plasmas A74,178,l8o, 

186,188-190/f and those having a greater number of rulings, for 

example 3600 lines/mm, are more rarely used fl&o/. The blase 

angle of gratings to be used at grazing incidence is about 1.5°. 

The glancing angle used varies from ten minutes of arc A£5/ to 

lo° /l77,l8o/. A glancing angle of 2° is more frequently used 

/7,174,I86-190/. The x-ray recording is th# most frequently 

accomplished by using x-ray films and more rarely by using 

proportional counters A74,l89/. The width of the entrance slifr-

varies in the range of 5 - loo pa. 
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1.3.1 Plane grating spectrometers. 

Plans gratings can work iu reflection or in transmission. 

Reflecting gratings are more frequently used and we'll first 

refer to them. 

The wavelengths of the observed spectral lines are com

puted by means of the grating formula : 

n A « d ( sin i - sin b ) (1.27) 

where i is the angle of incidence, b is the r̂.̂ le of reflection, 

d is the grating constant, n is the order of the spectrum. It 

is more convenient to use the glancing angle 9 and the angle 

of diffraction U> (Pig.26), and in thia case the grating formula 

(1.27) becomes A 38/ • 

s Â c 2 d Bio iSLtH sin -£• (1.28) 
2 2 

The angle if has to be measured from the true centre of 

the line formed by the directly reflected beam (central image). 

Fig.26 Figure to the grating 
r^b ^ formula (1.28) /I3S/. 

In the traditional use of diffraction gratings the r.̂ ve 

vector of the incident radiation, the grating normal and all 

the diffracted orders there are in a common plane. Thus the in

cident ware vector is perpendicular to rulings. But the perpen

dicularity of the incident wave vector to the grating rulings 

is not a requirement for diffraction. It was shown in /165/ 

that when the incident wave vector and crating rulings are not 

perpendicular, the diffracted orders lie on a cone whose axin 
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13 parallel to the ruling direction and whose half-angle is rhe 

angle between the zero order and the ruling direction, hence the 

designation of conical diffraction. Figure 27 /191/ illustrates 

scnematically the geometry of the conical diffraction of a plane 

derating with groove spacing d. The wave vector of the incident 

wave ia IT and the wave vector of the zero order is k which 

makes an angle £ with respect to the ruling direction z , 

Therefore, €. is the half-ingle of the eone containing the dif

fracted orders, 9ome of which are ghown by arrows. 

?ig.27 Illustration of 

the directions of the 

spectral orders for 

conioal diffractioA/191/ 

Measurements of reflection of a plane grating in a conical 

dif.fraction mcunting have been performed for example in /I92t133, 

266/. In such a mounting the incident beam strikes on tho grw.ti.ng 

sarfaci» nearly parallel to the grooves and the total groove width 

is illunrdnnted. The diffraction ip less dependent on the imper

fect jhape of the profile cf grooves and a larger diffraction 

efficiency is obtained. 

An x-ray aaoriochromator with a plane grating in cor.ical 

diffraction mounting ie presented in /194/ (Pig.23). A spectro

graph with the plane grating ii. conical diffraction mounting la 

presented in /195/ for xuv wavelengths (Pig.29). 

http://grw.ti.ng
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I Entrance-siit 

Panbokwtt m W*V ainor 

Plan* Mirror 
Plant grating 

Parakotoidal mirror' 

Fig .28 Optical arran
gement of an x-ray 
monochromator with a 
plana grating in 
conical diffraction 
mounting /194 / . 

Cross disperser 

Detector 

Grazing coUiaator 

Fig.29 Schematic of a 

spectrograph with the 

plane grating in 

conica], diffraction 

mounting for xuv range 

A 95/. 

Another mounting of a reflecting plane grating is the 

GMS (Generalized Marechal and Stroke) mounting and has been 

studied for example in /191,196/. The incident beam is in the 

plane of the small facet (Pig.3o). KLectromagnetic theary shows 

that when the wavelength ̂  is related to the groove spacing d, 

the blaze angle 6 and the angle of incidence <b by relation 

^ e 2 d sin 6 cos <7) (1.29) 

a great amount of energy is concentrated into the firet order. 

Such a mounting allows obtaining high efficiencies at very short 

wavelengths. 

In /191/ the RWF (Seflected Wave on Facet) mounting is 

also analysed. For this mounting the -1 order and the incident 

beam are symmetrical with reelect to normal of the large faoet, 

and not the normal to the «rating. This mounting is illustrated 
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Pig.3o Grating configura

tion with k parallel to 

the plane of the small 

facet (GMS mount ing)/191/. 

schematically in Pig.31. In this figure Oy is the normal to the 

grating, A is the normal to the large facet. The angles 9 and 9 

are .the angles of incidence and diffraction, respectively, and â 

is the blate angle. Since the -1 order and the incident wave are 

symmetrical with respect to A , each inclined at the angle 0 to 

A , we have the relations 

9 + 0' « 2 9" 

<f- 9 - 9 

^ s 2 d sind cos 9" 

(1-30) 

If the grating is rotated around A , k being fixed, we go 

from classical diffraction to conical diffraction. 

Pig.31 Illustration of a 

grating in HWP mounting 

A91/. 
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For the RWP mounting it is possible to predict the 

efficiency in the -1 order by a very simple empirical formula °. 

I 1 - H (9") «in[ ^ S l , 22£JL] (1.31) 
x L cos 9 cosQ' . 

where fi (0") is the reflectance of the metal corresponding to 

the angle of incidence 0 , and the term min mea^s that the 

reflectance is to be multiplied by whichever of the two frac

tions is the smallest. Usir.g rigorous electromagnetic computa

tions, it has been established that this formula predicts the 

efficiency with an accuiacy better than a few percent as soon 

as the ratio X /d is less than o.}. 

In /191/ it was shown that this empirical formula is 

able to predict the efficiency in RWP mounting with good pre

cision, for ths classical mounting as well as for conical dif

fraction and GMS mounting. 

Plane gratings have usually parallel ruled grooves on 

the surface. In /197/ an x-ray spectrograph is presented 

which has a plane reflection grating with rulings that are 

radial, like the spokes of a wheel. 

In x-ray measurements, plane transmission gratings can 

be also used. Some examples of transmission grating spectrom

eters used in measurements on hot plasmas can be found in 

/198,199/. 

In /199/ a free-standing x-ray transmission grating 

which is ooupled to a soft x-ray streak camera is used for the 

study of a laser produced plasma. The instrument measures 

coYitinuoue x-ray spectra with 2o-psec temporal resolution and 

moderate spectral resolution ( A A ^ I 8) over a broad spectral 

range ( o.l - 5 keV). The entrance slit ( loo urn wide) is 

parallel to the grating lines. The entrance slit of the x-re.y 
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streak camera is aligned perpendicular to the grating lines. The 

grating is a linear array of gold bars ~o.5 UR ^niclc with a 

3ooo % spatial period. This structure is supported by a coarse 

gold grid ( 6\im spatial period) aligned ortogonal to the sub-

micron bars. 

In /196/ a gold transmission grating which i» coupled to 

a Wolter x-ray microscope is uaed in the study of the x-ray 

emission from a laser produced plasma. 

1.3.2 Concave grating spectrometer-3. 

The general arrangement of a concave grating spectrometer 

is shown in Pig.32» The concave grating (radius r, grating 

constant d), the entrance slit, and the exit slit (or photo-

graphic plate, film) are placed on the Rowland circle of diam

eter r. Using the notation from this figure? the grating formula 

becomes '. 

— . sinG - sinQ (1.32) 

a / 
and Q _ JL. = 9' (1.33-) 

r 

where x ia distance between zero order and nX on the Rowlane. 

circle. 

The angle of incidence has to be larger than 9 for the 

observation of the outside (positive n) orders, and smaller 

than 9 for the observation of the inside (negative n) orders. 

Outside spectral orders are generally used because of the 

better resolution and the larger available wavelength range. 

Inside orders are preferable when the grating 1s used as a 

monochromator with a fixed diffraction angle and a variable 

angle of incidence, because of a greater intensity /42/. 
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Pig.32 Schematic of a concave grating spectrometer. 

Tue small glancing angle makea it necessary tc givs th« 

grating comparatively long radius (e.g. 2 m). The grating mount-

. ng must to be equiped with some msens for turning i •';.-- surface 

around three perpendicular axes. 

It la necessary \o bena the photo£,ri>.phi<; pj&''» • & 

cylindrical surf acu folic wing the Borland J.. rcO'-. ".a ••''i ̂ SPJ-J a?; 
r 

possible. A firet a-? justement of grating .v̂ s pi y.t *>.;•:"! '!.«•*• i* 

made by mechanical oearis. Pinal adjustments nun-!, always be per

formed photographically by using a spectrum in the extreme 

ultraviolet range. The adjustment of the instrument can be con

sidered good when the spectral lines are equally sharp all along 

the plate /I38/. Reference lines are usually taken fror' pome 

well-known spectrum in the far ultraviolet range. 

The calibration of concave grating spectrometers for 

absolute intensity measurements YXB been described for example 

in /163,186,189,2OO/« In /189/ the calibration is performed 

ooneidering the spectrograph as a whole and in /186/ the spec

trograph calibration ift obtained fro» separated measurement* of 

<ia» absolute efficiency of the gratia^ and of the response %.i 
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the recording emulsion. The sensitivity S^ of a grating spec
trograph is defined as a product of photographic emulsion res
ponse P^ , the diffraction efficiency of the grating 5^ cjid 
the width of the entrance slit, s I 

S^ = a P X G>> (1.34) 

The spectrograph calibration obtained from the individual 
sensitivities of its components is preferable because it allows 
the interchange of gratings and recording emulsions. 

In /2oo/ the grating spectrograph calibration is perforat
ed by the branching ratio method which consists of the simultan
eous detection of two spectral lines having a common upper level, 

Some examples of concave grating spectrograph «re given 
in Tablu lo. Details of construction can be fouM for ftzaa»pl« in 
/138,178,18O/. In /2ol/ it is shown that the use of a toroidal 
ri-rov in front of a concave grating spectrograph provii?a a 
svften that is atigmatic in one dimension in the XUT racgp and 
u.1 owe spectroscopy with space resolution, 

Ttble lo Examples of concave grating x-ray spectrometers 

Radius 

(mj 

5 

2 

Nuaber of 
ru l ings 
per out 

6oo lines/mm 

295 lines/mm 

6oo l in«n /«a 

• - , 

Grazing ar.gl« 
of inc idence 

4° , 2°, 1° 

l o , 2o, 4o 
and 6o 
mimuee of 
axe ^ 

2° 

Wavelength 
runge 

5 - 95o 'i 

o.5-5o X 

6 - 44 i 

r — ~ 
TjTse ft 
plasma 

0-p inch 
and carboa 
vacuum 
spark 

plasma 
focus 

e l e c t r o n 
bombarded 

...HRMla,-.. 

Referea-ţa 

A 7 8 / 

/ 1 8 5 / 

/ 1 S 6 / 

-; 
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With conventional spectrometers, spectra are focussed on 
the Rowland circle with large astigmatism, so that precise sett
ing and positioning of a photographic plate are not easy. A flat 
focal plane is desirable for various kinds of detector equipped 
with plane photosensitive surfaces such as microchannel plates 
and streak cameras. An xuv spectrometer with a flat-field focal 
plane using a grating equipped with mechanically rul^d varied 
pitches (average pitch 12oo grooves/ran) is deBcribed in /267/. 
The advantage of a mechanically ruled aberration-corrected 
grating is that image focussing can he optimized for the optical 
arrangement by numerical control of the groove spacing. Some 
preliminary results of measurements on a laser produced plasma 
using an aberration-corrected concave grating of 5649 ma radius 
there ars presented also in /267/. 

2. IMAGING TECHHIQPES 0? X-RAY EMISSION ?30M HOT MICROPLASMAS 

Theoretical and experimental studies concerning thermo
nuclear fusion had as a consequence the development of some new 
hot plasma types of small spatial extent, as for example laser-
driven inerţial confinement plasmas. For the investigation of 
these plasmas some new imaging techniques have been developed 
/2o2-2o5/. X-ray imaging of these plasmas yields information on 
the plasma symmetry and temperature distribution. 

There are three principal ways of x-ray microplasma imr»fc-
ing (?ig.33) '• x-ray microscopy, pinhole camera and zone plate 
coded imaging (ZPCI). 

An x-ray microscope which is based on the property of 
total x-ray reflection from mirrors at grazing incidence, can 
give a high resolution image (~3 um) for great wavelengths 
( \ "7 3 Î) at relatively great distances from the source. At 
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smaller wavelengths the reflection from the mirror surface has 

an abrupt diminution. 

The pinhole camera is used over a wide x-ray spectrum 

but an enhanced resolution is achieved by diminishing the signal 

to noise ratio. 

Unlike the pinhole camera, the ZPCI camera satisfies the 

both high resolution and great signal to noise ratio require

ments. In addition, ZPCI possesses a tomographic capability. 

Thus the three dimensional characteristics of the x-ray plasma 

emission csui bs recovered by reconstructing iaages in different 

planes and recording them separately. 

The pinhole and ZPCI cameras have been used also to image 

the particle emission from cicroplasmas. 

X-ray imaging 

• Pinhole cameras 

X-ray microscopes 

• ZPCI technique 

Fig»33 X-ray microplasma imaging. 

2.1 Pinhole imaging 

The pinhole camera is a widely used diagnostic tool for 

studying x-ray emission from hot plasmas of small spatial 

extent. A short history of the pinhole imaging technique is giv

en for example in /2o6/. Theoretical studies concerning pinhole 

cameras can be found e.g. in /2o6,2o7/. 
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Table 11 Several references concerning x-ray pinhole camera using 

on different plasiua devices. 

Laser produced 

plasna 

/2o,24,29,3o, 

32,!*,59,83,89, 

Ic7,117,16-?,l8l 

209-222,269/ 

Plasma 

focus 

device 

/223-

227/ 

Plasma produced 

by charged 

particle beam 

/228-230/ 

Vacuum spark 

plasma 

/15V 

Exp]odea 

wire source 

/103,23V 

X-ray pinhole cameras are frequently used in laser produced 

plasma studies (see Table 11) and rare on some othor plasma 

devices. Ion and neutron emission images from hot reicropla3tnas 

can be obtained also by using pinhole cameras (Table 12). A mo-a 

complex x-ray imaging system is the nonoverlapping redundant 

array (NORA) which is described in /2o8/. 

'fable 12 Pinhole camera using in hot plasma diagnostics. 

7-ray pinhole 

imaging 

/?o,24,29,3c,32,35, 

59,83,-39,lo3,107,117, 

154,162,187,2o3- 23V 

Ion emission 

pinhole imaging 

/227,232-235/ 

r 

Neutrons pinhole 

imaging 

1 

/236-P38/ 

A pinhole camera i? ai.nple to construct. It comprises a 

round aperture of ataaJl diameter, d which for x raya in of 

several micronret«rs. Such small holes can be achieved by pulsed 

<*aser drilling of thin metallic foils /239/.'The foil material 

is e.g. Au (25 um) /212/, Cu (30 um) /216/, Ni (2c pm) /2o9,269/ 

glasfc (6-le au.) /2H/, Pb /l54,225/, Ta /154/. 

There is an optimum pinhole size dr + which provides 

the best spatial resolution. Tvi the limit of large pinhole aise 
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diff rac ciori i s not important and resolution i s governed by zixj.li 

««•omefcric co~si drrai-ior? l?i£ ?'-»a) /214/ '. 

£1 - ( 1 • • - - > d ( ? . i 
£ 9 0 i. £ M 

where li = q/p i r the magnifxcution, q i s xhe pDasrr.a tv, f.nhole 

dis tance, ard p i s the pinhole to icage plane dis tance. 

(*) 
?i»r- 34 Pinhole spat ia l r^s^iut ion 
in a.) ;he reorf>trically and b) 
the d i f t rac t ion l imited regimes 

(b) 

t>or very pr.iall p^nnclep d i f f iac t ive effectr dominate 
(Pig.3-ib) / ? ! * / : 

AX 
diff K d 

( 2 . 2 ) 

whore A i s the incident rad-laticn wavelength. 

An optimum pinnoie isize i s obtained ty equating the two 

l imi t ing casec above 

<1 + t:'̂ - ^ 
opt 

and then 
lovt 1.6 LE 

1 + ( i / M Î 

1/2 

( ? .3 ) 

(2 .4 ) 
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Por large magnifications one obtains 

a/2 
opt * i - 6 < x^, )• 

(2.5) 

Typical values of pinhole camera parameters used for 

x-ray imaging- of laser produced plasmas are given in Table 13-

Table lj Parameters of x-ray pinhole cameras used in measure

ments on laser produced plasmas. 

Pinhole 

diameter, d 

(in urn) 

Plasma to ' flfagnif i c a -
pinhole distance 

q (in cm) 

tion, M 

Resolu

tion 

Reference 

12 1.5 2.3 x 2o um /2o/ 

5;lo;2o 

54;89;274 

26.82 l.o6 x 7o urn /211/ 

29.72 0.832 x 7o um /211/ 

12 1.5 4 x 15 11m /3o,2o9/ 

2.75 1.5 x 4o um J22L 
6;12;25;75 7.6 1 x ^ 2 d /212/ 

5-2o 4 x; lo x 10 um /221/ 

Pinhole camera images are usually time integrated, record

ed on films. A picture of x-ray emission from a laser produced 

plasma on plane copper target taken with a pinhole camera at 

*'o° *« the laser beam direction is reproduced in Pig.35 /3o/. 

I 1 ' ' 1 I 
500 pm 

Pig.35 Pinhole camera picture 

of x-ray emission from a laser 

produced plasma on copper tar

get at 9o° to the laser axis 

/3o/. Laser light is incident 

from the right. 
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Films used in x-ray pinhole imaging are given in Table 3.4. 

Calibration curves of Kodak Kodirex film in the range of (o.2-
6) keV are given in /'24o/'. The calibration of Kodak no-screen 
medical x-ray film and Kodak type lol-ol film in the range of 
(c.3-1.2) keV can be found in /241/. 

Table 14 X-ray films used in x-ray pinhole imaging. 

Kodak SC-7 film 
Kodak Kodirex film 
Kodak type AA film 
Kodak no-screen medical film 
Kodak lol-ol film 
Polaroid (type lo7 and 57) 
Y<ţ> - BP (Russian) 

/2o,29,3o,35,2o9/ 
/3o,209,216/ 
/212/ 
/59,154,269/ 
/217/ 
/211.225/ 
/221/ 

The wavelength range to be imaged can be delimitated with, 
x-ray filters, e.g. Be or Al thin foils, The x-ray filter can 
serve also as a vacuum-tight interface between the interior of 
the experimental chamber mn& the outside atmosphere and as a 
light-tight interface which protects the film from visible 
light. 

Time resolved recordings of r-ray plasma emission can be 
made by using x-ray streak camera /214,242,243/- temporal reso
lution of picoseconds can be obtained /242p244-246/. Tim» 
resolved recordings can be performed also by using an image 
converter camera with plastic scintillator or miexochannel 
plate intensifier (Table 15). 

A critical problem especially in time resolved recording 
with an x-ray streak camera is the~"alig;iment of the pinhole 
relative to the microplasma. In /214/ it is presented a com-
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Table 15 Recording of x-ray pinhole camera images. 

Time integrated 
recording 

Time resolved 
recording 

I-ray films 

X-ray streak camera 
MicroChannel 

plate 
intenaifier 

• Phosphor screen -v 
polaroid oamera 

+ Image converter 
camera 

Scintillator + image converter 
camera 

/2o,29,3o,32, 
35,59,lo7,154, 
187,209,211, 
212,216-221, 
225,269/ 
/214,22*242,243/ 
/224,226,227, 
229/ 

/162,224,228/ 

/223,231/ 

posite x-ray pinhole camera which permits both visible alignment 
with micron accuracy and x-ray plasma emission imaging. That 
camera has two overlaped apertures ! an optimum x-ray pinhole of 
about 4 urn diameter in a email thin glass foil and a hole of about 
12o urn in a metallic foil which is convenient for the alignment 
with the visible light of a He-Ne laser. 

2.2 I-ra.v microscopy. 

Pinhole cameras are very convenient instruments for x-ray 
imaging which can provide resolution of a few microns with a few 
mloron pinhole placed olose to a hot microplasma. 

X-rţy microscopes offer the advantage of high resolution 
and sensitivity at relatively large object distances to avoid 
problems from damage end moreover the region in the proximity of 
the microplasma is keeped free for other diagnostics. 

The principle of operation of an x-ray microscope relies 
on the total reflection of the grazing incident x rays from 
appropriately curved surfaces below a critical photon energy. 
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Table 16 Critical angles for different energies and materials. 

Energy l 

Material 

Nickel 

Chromium 

Gold 

Aluminium 

1.5 keV 

1.9° 

1.4° 

2.9° 

1.0° 

0.9 keV 

Critical angle 

2.6° 

2.5° 

3.7° 

1.9° 

o.4 keV 

6.3° 
4.8° 

5.6° 

4.4° 

As for visible light, the reflection of x rays at the 

boundary between two substances is described by Fresnel's* equa

tions. In the x-ray region of the spectrum the index of refrac

tion is less than unity. Therefore, x rays incident from a 

vacuum onto a surface will bet totally reflected when tha angle 

of incidence is less than a critical angle Q , given by Snell's 

law, and provided absosption effects are negligible. This cri

tical angle is roughly proportional to the wavelength of incid

ent s rays A4ty * 

0C « 1 / E (2.6) 

where '*[ is a constant depending on material, and fi is the x-ray 

photon energy. In Table 16 some values of the critical angle for 

several energies and various materials are listed as given in 

/247/. 

The reflection efficiency drops rapidly until a cutoff is 

peached. At energies higher than this cutoff value there is no 

reflection. The energy cutoff is quite sharp for low Z materials 

an4f more gradual for heavier materials /24&/. The existence of 

this energy cutoff allows to make absolute measurements of the 

eoft x-ray flux. 

X-ray microscopes are designed on the basis of this total 

/ 
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reflection property from smooth surfaces of appropriately shapes. 

In hot plasma diagnostics two types of x-ray microscopes 

are used : 

-) Kirkpatrick-Bâez microscopes which are based on suc

cessive total reflections from two orthogonal cylindrical mirrors; 

-) Wolter microscopes consisting of ellipsoid and hyper-

boloid mirrors that are oonfocal and coaxial surfaces of revolu

tion. 

2.2.1 Kirkpatrick-Baez x-ray microscope. 

Let us consider the grazing incidence of x rays from a 

point source on a slightly concava spherical surface. A line 

focus is produced in the image plane by total reflection (Pig. 

36a). The focal length of such a mirror is given by R(sin i)/2, 

where E is the radius of curvature and i is the angle of incid

ence. Then one can obtain a point-to-point image of an x-ray 

source as is shown in Pig.36b by using two slightly concave 

spherical mirrors which are oriented at 9o° with respect to one 

another and are placed so that a small fraction of the incident 

x-ray beaia is totally reflected from both surfaces. The two mir

rors act together as an x-ray lens. This is the principle of 

operation of a Kirkpatrick-Baez microscope. It has been exten

sively analysed for example in /249/. 

Some constructive details of Kirkpatrick-Baez microscopes 

designed for laser produced plasma studies can be found in Ref. 

/248/\ Two Kirkpatrick-Baez microscopes are described In that 

reference l a simple microscope containing two slightly concave 

spharical mirrors (one two-mirror lens) and another more complex 

microscope containing eight mirrors (four two-mirror lenses). 

Each mirror ia ground on a glass slab of 6.35 mm thick and has 
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Pig,. 36 Total reflection of grazing incident x rays on a concave 

Cylindrical mirror a) and on two concave cylindrical mirrore 

placed at 9o° with respect to one another b) /253/. 

a radius of curvature of 37 m. In the simple microscope the two 

mirrors are placed at 9o° with respect to one another (Pig.37). 

The position of mirrors can be adjusted so that the reflection 

angle from each mirror can be varied to find optimum focus con

ditions. Parameters of the two-mirror lens are 1 the incidence 

angle - o.83°( the resolution is good over reflection angles 

varying from o.75° to o.9o°), the focal length - 26.7 cm, the 

magnification - 3x. The lens is 35.6 cm from the target on 
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which is produced the plasma and the image of x-ray plasma emis
sion it rec«r>4*d on fila lo7 cm behind the lens. The effective 

—8 solid angle subtended at the target is 6xlo~ sr. The entire 
instrument, including lens and film holder, is attached to the 
ţaaev target chamber and evacuated so that x rays are not ab
sorbed in the residual atmosphere. Details of dimension 5 pa 
can be seen over a field—of-view of several hundred microns in 
x-.ray anectaral range of o.2-8 keV. 

\ 
Pig.37 A two-mirror x-ray lens 
/248/. 

The more complex microscope containing four two-mirror 
lenses is capable of taking four pictures simultaneously in 
different ene.gy bands. In operation, x-ray filters are placed 
in front of each lens to determine the energy range over which 
the i-ens is sensitive. If an absolute1 calibration of the system 
is made, the x-ray pictures can be treed to derive absolute 
spectral energy flux from different regions of the plasma. 

2.2.2 Wolter x-sag.v microscope. 

Welter /25o/ showed that optical systems consisting of an 
ev«n number of reflecting surfaces of revolution have good imag
ing properties. On this base there are designed the telescopes 
that have been developed for solar and stellar x-ray astronomy. 

Tor laboratory experiments, with x-ray dOurce at finite 

^ 
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Fila plane 

laage 

•X-ray fitter 

Pigyjo* Schematic presentation of a Wolter microscope /252/> 

distance, ray tracijng analysis shows that paraboloid-hyperboloid 

mirrors have poor off-axis resolution. £he proposed alternative 

is the ellipsoidţ-hvperboloid pair /251/. Sviccessive total reflec
tions from hyperfcbloid and ellipsoid surfaces image x-ray emis
sion from source located at the hyperboloid focus 7^ (Pig. 38) in 
the focal plane of the ellipsoid, P« /252/. Appropriate apertur-
ing is provided to screen the direct line-of-sight between ob
ject and image. It is desirable to equalize the grazing incid
ence angles at each reflecting surface to minimize reflection 
losses. The size of.mirrors must be small (about 1-7 cm) to 
obtain grazing incidence with x rays from a source at a finit») 
distance. 

Dimensions of the hyperboloid/ellipsoid mirror pair can 
be derived from the geometry and focussing properties of the 
confocal coaxial conic sections by 'mowing the four input para
meter» : the ob;ect distance, the magnification, the grazing 
Incidence angle and the geometrical collecting solid angle. As 
s.\ exemplification, values of parameters and dimensions of a 
Wolter microscope as given in /252/ are reproduced in Table 1?. 
It was noted in /252/ that the subtended solid angle insures 
for the magnification 9x a aenoitivit- which is several 
thousand times greater than tha* of a 3x Kirkpatrick-Baez 

.hyperboloid 
Elipsoid 

Aperture 
stop 
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table 17 Parameters and dimensions of a Wolter microscope /252/. 

Parameters '. 

Dimensions : 

Fore radius (mm) 

Aft radius (mm) 

length (mm) 

a(major semidia»eter)( 

e(eccentricity) 

Grazing incidence angle 

Object distance 

Magnification 

Subtended solid angle 

Hyperboloid 

18.09 

18.87 

17.17 

mm) 187.76 

l.ooo878 

1.0 

300 DBS 

9x 

4.2xlo~4sr 

Ellipsoid 

18.87 

19.o6 

18.11 

1690.72 

0.999903 

microscope. 

A submlcron resolution over a -25o urn field-of-view it 

was estimated in /252/ for a bolter microscope. In order to ob

tain suoh a resolution several stringent requirements are placed 

upoa the fabrication of mirrors. Some details concerning the 

fabrication of mirrors and the design of a Wolter microscope 

are given also in /252/. 

2.3 X-ray emission study by zone plate coded imaging (ZPOl). 

In some measurements on hot plasmas Fresnel zone plates 

have been used. The use of Fresnel zone plates for x-ray imag

ing waft firstly proposed in astrophysics. This technique was 

later applied also in nuclear medicine. Due to the complexity 

of their manufacturef the Fresnel zone plates were seldom used 

in the study of x-ray and particle emissions from hot micrr 

plasmas. In /254/ it was proposed to use an aperture with mul

tiple radial slits in measurements on laser produced plasmas. 

A Fresnel zone plate consists of alternately opaque 

(solid) and transparent (open) annular zones of equal area. The 
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image of a point souree is a projected shadow of the zone plate, 

shadowgraph, which oan be regarded as a coded image similar to 

the hologram. Decoding or reconstruction is accomplished with 

a laser beam as in optical holography. When a coherent light 

beam naases through the transparent zones of the shadowgraph, 

some of the light is diffracted in the first order into a small 

focal spot which is the image of the original point source. If 

two point sources were present, two distinct focal points would 

be produced. Then, to the extent that linear superposition holds, 

any general object may be considered to be made up of point 

sources and will be correctly imaged /255/• A three-dimensional 

information can be obtained by reconstructing images in different 

planes and recording them separately. The two-step technique of 

Presnel zone plate coded aperture imaging is indicated schematic

ally in Pig.39. 

2.3-1 Parameters of the Presnel zone plates. 

A Presnel zone plate can be either positive (center trans

parent) or negative (center opaque). The edge of the nth zone is 

located at a radius r given by 

r = r n ^ \[n n = 1,2 N (2.7) 

where r, is the radius of the central zona and N is the total 

numbrr of zones. 

The width of the nth zone is 

Ln « [ < . + i )*/* - n ^ L (2.6) 

An important zone plate parameter is the width of the 

narrowest (outermost) zone 

A r ex r H / 2 N (2.9) 
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Source Cnce aperture Shadowgraph 

Laser btaa Shadowgraph 

Fig.39 Ocncept of Fresnel zone plate coded aperture imaging, In 

the encodind atep, emission from the source casts shadows of the 

«one plate to form the shadowgraph which ie recorded on suitable 

film. In the second step the image is decoded or reconstructed 

by illuminating the shadowgraph vith a suitable source to exp

loit the diffracting properties of the shadowgraph /2o3/'« 

The ZPCI planar resolution limit, J ( the minimum resolv

ed distance in the reconstructed image plane /256/ is propor

tional to Ar : 

a x a 

cC « 1.45 ( — — ) Ar (2.1o) 
82 

where s, and s~ are the source to zone plate and zone plate 

to coded image distances, respectively. 
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In the case of a point source, the shadow cast by a 

Fresnel zone plate, the shadowgraph, contains also Presnel zones 

but they are magnified. The radius of the central zone of the 

shadowgraph is 

r^ » rx -i S (2.11) 
sl 

The requirement that sharp shadows be cast means that the 

diffraction cannot be tolerated. This requirement places limita

tions on the x-ray wavelength range which can be imaged relati

vely to the aise of the tones /237/ 

Ar Z * < K g l ° 2 ) 1 / 2 (2.12) 
*1 + »2 

where X is the maximum source wavelength to be imaged. 

Then the maximum source wavelength to be imaged satisfies 

the relation 

x c LA*J\ !i_lZs , ,2.13) 
4 V a 

The zone plate material should be chosen to assure a 

high-contrast shadowcasting. Transmission of the source radia

tion through the solid zones of the ooded aperture during image 

encoding will reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. In x-ray imaging 

applications, the signel-to-noi-ee ratio of the reconstructed 

image is proportional to ( 1 - Z )/( 1 * Z) ' where 3 is the 

fractional transmission of source radiation through the solid 

zones /257/. The zone plate material should therefore be chosen 

to maximize its absorptivity for the radiation to be imaged. 

High-density, high-Z metals such as gold are used. 

The Presnel zone plates used in x-ray and particle emis

sion imaging are "free standing* structures supported by an 

array of radial struts of the same material as the solid zones. 
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The thickness of the zone plate is chosen to be suffici

ent great- to appreciably attenuate source radiation passing 

through the solid rones, however not too great because a thick

er material tends to collimate the radiation passing through 

the open zones altering so the coded image. X-ray imaging 

applications require a zone plate thickness satisfying the con

dition /257/ I 

lin L I Y) f 
• x] <, l^ 3 l ( — U ) (2.14) 
JX{ x B ) - A i - ^r 

where 7 is. the maximum acceptable x-ray transmission through 

the solid zones, \ is the minimum x-ray wavelength to be imag

ed, ji( X ) is the x-ray absorption of zone plate material at A_ 

s, is the source to zone plate distance, T is the fractional 

occlusion of the radiation passing through the outermost zone 

(typically Tflo.l is acceptable) and V) - 1 - ( 1 - 1/n) ' 

which approaches the value (1/2)n in the limit of large n. thus 

the maximum tolerable zone plate thickness varies linearly with 

Bl/n. 

Image reconstruction or decoding is achieved by illuminat

ing with a coherent light source. The resolution limit in the 

reconstructed image plane does not depend on the coherent radia

tion wavelength. 

The first order image in the case of shadowgraph illumina

tion by a parallel coherent light beam (Fig.4o) is formed at 

position 

•2 « 2 

A 81 

where A is the coherent light wavelength. Thus the Presnel 
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zone plate acts as a series of lenses. This analogy permits of 

using all the wellknown results for the properties of diffrac

tion-limited lenses /255/. In /258/ it is shown that in coded 

aperture imaging when the reconstruction is made in higher order 

foci, a significant increase of resolution is obtained. 

Pig.4o Image reconstruction by using a coherent light beam/255/. 

An important advantage of ZPCI over competing imaging 

diagnostics la its large radiation collection efficiency. A 

«one-plate camera may typically enjoy a radiation collection 

solid angle four to six orders of magnitude greater than a pin

hole camera of equivalent resolution. This may provide a signi

ficant signal-to-noise ratio advantage for the sone-plate 

camera /259/. 

By defining a relative signal-to-noise ratio R as the 

signal-to-noise ratio of ZPCI divided by that for a pinhole 

camera of equal resolution, one obtains in the case of a two-

dimensional distribution of the radiation source /259/ I 

s, + s, Ar 1/2 
H . o.32 ( -± 2 ) ( -£ ) (2.1.6) 

82 kn 

and in the case of a thren-dimensional distribution of the 

radiation source 
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s, + s„ 3/2 V-, 1/2 
-± £ ^ ( -± ) H = o.28 ( -± * ) ( — ) (2.17) 

S2 V8 

where A is the total area of the zone plate, A_ is the ac-
tive (amitting) source area for a planar source» ffl is the 

r~ 2 
active source volume and V^ = » r^ s^. 

Prom Eqs.(2.16) and C2.17) one can see that the signal-
to-noiae> ratio for ZPCI decreases "by increasing the source size 
and so it is a technique appropriate for snail size radiation 
source imaging. 

The coded image contains three-dimensional spatial infor
mation on the radiative distribution of the source which can be 
recovered by separate recordings in different sectional planes 
of the reconstructed image. It ia usual to tern by tomography a 
three-dimensional' imaging. The ZPCI tomographic resolution 
limit, &T is given in /259/ • 

A» 2*25 J!i ( Bl + a2 ) (2.18) 
R Sp 

with the specification that it cannot be interpreted as a gen
erally applicable resolution criterion for all source distribu
tions. 

2.3.£ Examples of Fresnel zone plate using in x-ray and 
particle eaission imaging of hot microplaamaş. 

Fresnel zone plates used in x-ray and particle emission 
imaging /259-261/ are made of gold with alternately solid and 
empty annular «ones. This zone plate structure ie free stand
ing by an array of radial struts. Details concerning the rather 
complex fabrication technique of such zone plate structures are 
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given in /257/« In principle it consists of a combination of 

high accuracy etching and electroplating. 

The first report of a Presnel zone plate made of gold 

was given in /262/. The structure of 38 zones was self-supported 

by 4 thin radial struts. The outer diameter of the zone plate 

was 0.2596 £o.ooo2 cm. The central circle had a diameter of 

o.o426 - 0.0002 cm. The narrowest band was designed to measure 

0.00I7 cm in width. 

The first successful demonstration of x-ray imaging by 

using a gold Presnel zone plate has been reported in /2*e/ for 

a deuterium-tritium laser produced plasma. The x-ray spectral 

range imaged was about 2-7 keV. The Presriel zone plate subtend

ed a solid angle for radiation collection of approximately lo*"2 

sr. A planar resolution of~8 urn and a tomographic resolution N 

of ~ 75 um were obtained. 

In /256/ a gold Presnel zone plate 1.4 urn thick was test

ed on a secondary electron emission. The number of zones was 

loo, the width of the narrowest zone was 5.3 um and the planar 

resolution obtained was 9.4 um. 

Presnel zone plate x-ray imaging of a two-beam Nd laser 

produced plasma on deuterium-tritium filled glass microballoons 

(loo urn diameter) has been reported in /259'A The Fresnel zone 

plate was made of gold (1.4 pm thick), and had loo zones. The 

width of the narrowest zone was 5.3 um. The zone plate subtenci-

#»d a solid angle of approximately 1.6xlo sr. The target to zone 

plate distance wa3 1 cm. The radiation range which was viewed 

(«J 2-6 %) was delimited to long,wavelengths by 125 urn thick Be 

filter and to short wavelengths by abrupt decay of x-ray emis

sion ir. this speetrai range. The planar resolution obtained «as 

about 8 um an*' the tomographic resolution was about 74 vw». 
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In /2S3/ a gold Presnel zone plate 16 pa thick of 24o 

zones with a 5 p$ wide minimum zone has been used in the study 

of a laser produced plasma. The zone-plate camera subtended a 

solid angle of I9 sr, had a 3 cm target to zone plate distance, 

and a nominaj. resolution of 8-1 o um. 

Presnel zone plate imaging of alpha particle emission 

from a two-beam laser produced plasma on deuterium-tritium fill

ed glass microballoons (80— loo urn diameter) has been reported in 

/261/. The Presnel zone plate was a free-standing gold structure 

5 urn thick of loo zones with a 5.3 um wide minimum zone. It sub-

tended a solid angle of approximately 2xlo sr and had an about 

1 cm target to zone-plate distance. The coded alpha image was 

recorded on a 6 urn thick cellulose nitrate (CN) film. A 7.6 um 

thick Be foil was placed in front of and in intimate contact 

with the CN film. It served to stop heavy-ion species (Si, 0, C) 

from reaching the film. The properly etching of the CN with 

sodium hydroxide transformed the alpha ionization channels into 

microscopic pinholes (1-2 urn diameter) passing all the way 

through the fl.l». Hydrogenie ions produce only short ( <& 6 urn) 

ionization tracks in CN which are not transformed by etching 

into 'pinholes completely through the film. X rays and electrons 

do not produce tracks in CN, The recorded coded images were then 

produced by alpha particles and not by other radiation species. 

In order to reconstruct the alpha particle zone plate image, the 

cellulose nitrate film was contact printed through a suitable 

filter onto photographic emulsion to transform the pinhole array 

to a photographic density distribution which was then used as 

the coded image for reconstruction with visible laser radiation. 

Tiie planar resolution of the first order reconstructed image was 

about lo um. By reconstructing in a higher order, for example in 
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the third order, a higher planar resolution of about 3 urn was 

obtained. The measured total extent of the alpha particle emis

sion region was about 3o urn and this proved that the DT" alpha 

particle emission was from the central region of the compressed 

target. 

Fresnel zone plate imaging of alpha particle emission 

from a laser produced plasma has been reported also in /94/. 

3. X-RAY SHADOWGRAPH? (RADIOGRAPHY) OP HOT MICROPIASMAS 

Pulsed x-ray ehedowgraphy has been the first time 

developed by M.H. Key et al /27o,271/ for space- and time-resolv

ed diagnosis of laser produced plasmas. This technique is suit

able to probe high density but low temperature plasmas which 

cannot be diagnosed by the more usual methods based on the emis

sion of x rays and fusion-reaction particles. It was applied 

especially to the study of laser produced plasmas obtained by 

long-pulse ablative implosions. A study of exploding-pusher 

laser induced implosions using x-rpy shadowgraphy xs presented 

in /272/. Pulsed x-ray shadowgraphy has been applied also to 

the study of partiole beam fusion target implosions /228,273A 

The experimental set-up used in /27o/ for pulsed x-ray 

shadowgraphy of a laser produced plasma is shown in Pig.41• 

The plasma was produced by two-beam irradiation of glass micro-

balloons filled with neon at 87 bar, typically of 66 urn diam 

and of 1.3 pn glass shell thickness. The x-ray backlighting 

source was obtained by focussing a third laser beam on a brass 

(Cu + Zn) target. This bean was variably delayed with respect 

to the beams irradiating the microballoon. The plasma was imag

ed on Kodirex film by an x-ray pinhole camera with a 12-na pin

hole, 4x magnification, 2.5 cm pinhole-to-plasma distance, and 
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Laser beam 

Microballoon 

Pinhole canera 

Solid 

? ig .41 Experimental set
up for pulsed x-ray 
shadowgraphy /27o / . 

Delayed laser 

beam\ 

Laser beam 

a Be filter with e transmission at 1.8 keV photon energy. The 

microballoon was positioned on the axis of observation of the 

pinhole camera so that the image of the emission from the brass-

target plasma had superimposed on it a shadowgraph of the absorb

ing regions of the microballoon target. The densitometer traces 

of the shadowgraph images were transformed to intensity profiles. 

Implosion dynamics including compression symmetry of the 

laser fusion pellet has been investigated by means of x-ray 

shacowgrsphy for example in /274»284/. Several x-ray snaaow-

graphs given in /274/ for rlif̂ ferent delays are reproduced in 

Pig.42. From the observed shadowgraph opacity diagrams as a 

function of time and radius were derived and compared to comput

er simulations-

DELAY 3S0p» DELAY *00p» DElAV'fBOH 

Pig.42 X-ray shadowgraphs of ablative compression /?74/. 
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Time resolved evolution of the shadowgraph can be obtain

ed using an x-ray streak camera /268,271,275-279/. An illustrat

ive shadowgraph given in /271/ which was obtained by using an x-

ray streak camera is shown in Pig.43- A microballoon of 25o um 

diam was used. It had a polymer layer coating of thickness in 

the range 1 to 6 um to diminuate its proper x-ray emission. The 

shadowgraph was obtained with 2o urn diameter pinhole imaging and 

15x magnification at the streak camera photocathode, an effect

ive slit width of 39 um in the object plane, and a sweep speed 

limited time resolution of 23o ps. There is strong transmission 

through the centre of the target, with the imploding wells seen 

as dark absorption zones. Increasing compression reduces the 

transmission in the centre and the backlighting pulse intensity 

fades away before the time ot maximum compression, which occurs 

towards the end of the laser pulse. 

Lner beam 
power, QW 

Pig.43 X-ray streak 

shadowgraph of an 

ablative implosion /271/ 

Time ns 

Another experimental set-up for x-ray shadowgraphy used 

in lar.er implosion studies /277/ is shown on Pig.44. That set

up is mainly composed of a pinhole camera using two pinholes 

(typically lo urn in diameter) giving simultaneously two images 

of both the x-ray source and the microballoon to be probed. 

Recording on a film or with an x-ray streak camera can be per-
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formed. The x-ray source wac obtained by focussing the diagaoa-

tic laser chain on a plane target of brass or molybdenum. An 

incidence angle <X»=22°(S =65°) was chosen. The relative arrival* 

time of the diagnostic pulse was varied froa o to 3 ns by means 

of an optical adjustment of beam path. 

X-ray source • aiaebsftMn 

X-r»y «wrce 

HKtatafecn 

Pig.44 Experimental set-up used in /277/ for x-ray ehadow-

graphy measurements. 

Two-frame x-ray sbadowgraphy (Pig.45) provides aequen-

tial pinhole images by one shot. It was used in /28o/ to study 

the laser double-shell target implosion. Probe beams 1 and 2 

(15 J, 2oo ps oach and 3oo ps separation), focused on a molyb

denum plane target, produce two 2oo ua diam plasmas, emitting 

sequential x-ray pulses. Z rays from probe beam 1 (or 2) prod-
I 

ace both a scurce image S1 (or S«) a»d a source image through 

the target P, (or P«) on Kodak no-screen films. A tantalum 

pinhole was 22 Urn in size and a filter was made of 22 um thick 

polyvinyl chloride and 55 pm thick beryllium. This x-ray 

shadowgraphy technique enabled to record the inner-shell 

trajectory and deformation. 

Hultifrequency x-ray ehadowgraphy of laser-imploded 

targets has been developed la /281/« •»• compression of a 
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PVCl Be filler 

laser be» 
Laser beat 2 

Fi^.45 Experimental set-up for two-frame x-ray shadowgraphy 

/28o/. 

3.5 atm neon-filled glass microballoon, of typically 65 um 

diam and l.o urn thick was recorded by time-resolved raultifre-

quency x-ray shadowgraphy with a gallium x-ray source which 

covers a suitable frequency region. The experimental set-up is 

shown on Fig,46. The targets were irradiated by two beams, the 

laser energy on the microballoon was 8-3 8 J in 12o ps. The 

pulsed x-ray source was produced by irradiating a gallium tar

get with a laser pulse of typically 25 J in 12o ps. X rays 

were spectrally resolved by a thallium acid phthalate (TAP) 

crystal and imaged on Kodak no-screen film by a pinhole array 

anu a 5 pn slit. The images obtained through the slit were 

used only for identification oflines. The pinhole array had 

?.o urn diam pinholes at 2oo urn separation, and was made in a 

2o urn tantalum foil. Along the dispersion direction the image 

through one pinhole consisted of many lines as shown schema

tically in Fig. 46. Each pinhole gave a narrow band of photon 

energy as well as two-dimensional image. The distance between 

the microballoon and the pinhole array was 1.1 cm and the mag

nification factor was 7. Visible light and plasma were blocked 

by a 25 um thick beryllium filter. 

Pulsed x-ray ahadowgraphy was applied not only to the 
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tHcţgtailw 

Pinholes 
and .lit ^ ^ 5 > , „ , , „ 

Shad» of 
crotnikan 

TAP crystal 
^ S h 3 
-r «ic 

Pig.46 Experimental set-up for multifrequency x-ray shadow-
graphy /28l/. 

study of laser imploded spherical target.F; but also to the 
study of laser ablatively accelerated planar foils /273,279.282, 
283/. 

In /275»276/ a Kirkpatrick-Baez x-ray microscope was used 
instead of pinhole camera. 

An useful article concerning x-ray shadowgraphy of laser 
produced plasmas could be Hef,/285/. The purpose for that work 
was to catalogue the conversion efficiencies for various laser 
conditions and to describe the critical parameters affecting 
backlighting line production. 

In the case of particle bean fusion target implosions 
experimental arrangements for pulsed x-ray shadowgrapby /22b, 
273/ are more heavy. In /273/ a tvo-frame pul&sd x-ray shadow
graphy system has bera developed usxng two micropoint flash x-
ray sources. Ea>ch x-ray backlighting source consisted of a 
high-voltage pill ser, an oil-filled transmission line and a 
vacuum diode, dated micrcchannel plates have been used for 
image recording. 
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4. X-RAY PLASMA BHISSIOW CALORIMETRY 

X-ray calorimetry is one of the first methods applied to 
the study of x-ray conversion efficiency in laser produced plas
mas /23,25V. 

The operation of a conventional x-ray calorimeter depends 
on crnverting the incident x-ray fluence into heat in a auitable 
absorber. The resulting temperature increase then generates an 
electrical signal, usually by means of some thermoelectric ef
fect, that is then recorded. Total x-ray fluence valuer are ob
tained by assuming an uniform plasma blowoff and extrapolating 
the energy measured in the accept&jice angle of the detector to 
a 4*îT solid angle. 

X-ray pulse calorimeters currently used in hot plasma 
studie*- are indicated somatically in Pig.47-

— • ' • ' 

Silicon surfut-barrtfr 
defteforţ 

X-ny catoHMfry 

¥jg.*7 X-ray pulse calori meters currently used in hot plasma 

s tud ies . 

••» Thin-film thermopile! 

Therwoiurwineicent 

dwiroeter * (TLD'$) 

1—•• Thernocooplei 
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Silicon surface-barrier detectors. 

A silicon surface-barrier detector can be used for x-ray 

fluences between lo" and lo~ eal/cm . X rays interacting with 

this detector produce hole~electron pairs in proportion to the 

total energy lost in the detector. The detector signal is fed 

to a charge-sentitive preamplifier /286/ which generates a 

voltage pulse proportional to the x-ray energy absorbed. The 

voltage output is related to the x-ray fluence P by a simple 

expression /267/ I 

V = P ( e A / e C f ) (4.1) 

where e is the electron charge; A, the detector area; e , the 

average energy per electron-hole pair and C~, the» feedback 

capacitance. 

The preamplifier oust be capable of handling long rise 

times (2o-3o us) due to detector plasma effects /288/. X-ray 

energy is measured by "direct conversion" rather than measur

ing the temperature rise due to an energy flux. 

The calibration of this calorioetry system, ia describ

ed for example in /286/. 

Silicon surface-barrier detectors with and without 

electron-sweeping magnets were need for example in /289/ to 

measure time-integrated x-ray fluences from laser produced 

plasmas. 

Thin-film thermopile matrix calorimeter». 

A thermopile matrix as described in /253,287/ was vacuum 

deposited onto a glass substrate (Pig.48). Copper and nickel 

were used as the junction materials. Sold was used as an absolv

ing button. Both the copper and the nickel •'•Urns are 3,5oo ft 
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thick. A 17,ooo A gold button was evaporated on every hot junc
tion to absorb ths incident x-ray pulsed radiation. 

Incomief ^til? d radiation 

KW) K\\\NI KSS 

Gold shield with 
openings over 
"hot* junctions 

reŞKTTK 

Absorbing button (gold) 
3500A conductor inickel! 

3500 X conductor (copper) 
Insulating substraţt 

Pig-48 Schematic of a thermopile matrix r.~ray calorimeter /253/. 

All reference junctions are shielded from the radiation 
by a 0.05 cm gold shield; 0.08 en diam openings in this shield 
allow the radiation to reach the absorbers. There are a total 
of 400 junctions in an area of 2.2x2.2 en, giving a junction 
density of approximately 82 junctions /cm. 

This detector measures x-ray flusnees as low as Io cal/ 
cm . 

Thermocouple ealorimetere1 

A thermocouple calorimeter which has been applied in 
/162/ to plasma focus study is reproduced schematically in Pig. 
49. It consists of metalxie receivers spot welded to bimetallic 
thermocouple wires. The responsivity r of the calorimeter is 
defined by : 

17% r e 
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«bare F is tha thermoelectric power (uV/deg) of the bimetallic 
thermocouple,; ţ , j and G are the density ig/car), thickness 

2 2 
(on) and specific heat at constant pressure (cm /sec .leg) of 
tha reoelver, respectively. 

the responaivities of the iron-constantan bimetallic 
thermocouple wires plus 25 um titanium or loo urn tantalum 
receivers are 3.5x1o and 8.7x1o - V/cal/cm , respectively. 

the voltage and thereby She x-ray energy deposited on 
the receiver is measured by extrapolating the output signal to 
zero time on the microvoltmeter—recorder system. 

Pig.49 Schematic of the 
thermocouple calorimeter 
described in /162/. 

* aicroveltattir 1» aiav«oltset«r 

A thermocouple calorimeter which has bean devsis$tt$cv 
laser produced plasma studies /253/ is reproduced schematically 
in ?ig.5o. The absorbing element is a thin (o.o25 mm) tantalum 
foil, and the temperature increase of the f«fiit detected by 
a chromel-alumel thermocouple junction. The mechanical support 
of the tantalqm /oil absorber coneists of two 0.127 mm die» 
oonetantan wires which are spot-welded to the foil and a tan
talum support ring as shown in 7ig.5o. The calorimeter is com
pletely shielded except" for the front surface o/ the tantalum 
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absorber. The range of sensitivity for soft x rays of this ther-
-2 mocouple calorimeter extends from fluenoe levels of 1.7x1o 

cal/cm to 7.2xlo"**cal/cm . 

• 9.53 ma 

0.127a* tantalum 
support ring 

0.02Saa tantalum 
absorbing fell 

Spot watda (01 

0.127 ma diem, 
constantan 
support wirt 

0.025 an diaa 
diroati - afantl 
thtrnocnspl* «ire 

Plţ.Şo Schematic of a thermocouple calorimeter developed for 
laser produced plasma studies /253A 

figure 91 illustrates schematically another thermocouple 
calorimeter developed for laser produced plasma studies /29o/. 
The calo.. >ter consists of an array of gold foil absorbers, 
5o urn thick, embedded in an insulating baoklng. a thermocouple 
junction is spot welded to eaoh gold foil and the thermocouples 
are connected in aeries. A center tap permits the detaetor to 
be operated in a. differential configuration. Half the detector 
is exposed to x rays, plasma blowoff, and scattered light, 
while the other half is covered with a glass plate permitting 
only scattered laser light to reach the foils. 
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.2000 

Flata» 
4 

x rays 

Scattered Ittfrt Glass 

lb scope 

«2000 

To scope 

plate Thermopile 
calorimeter Amplifier 

Pig.Ş1 Schematic diagram of a thermocouple differential calorim
eter /29o/. 

Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TID's) 

Thermoluminescent dosimeters /253/ have a linear response 
•7 

with the absorbed x-ray energy, a large dynamic range (io ), in-
seneitivity to spurious rf noise and to visible and infrared 
light, and small size. Also, the TID's do not outgas and can be 
easily used inside vacuum chambers. 

The two most widely used TLD crystals are LiP and 
CaPpdty). A typical size for these crystals is 3.2 mm xo.889 mm 
thick. Their light output when plotted against x-ray dose is 
nearly linear up to about looo rad. 

I 
CaPgţDy) is about 3o times more sensitive to x rays than 

LiP. The use of Ca?2(Dy) thermoluminescent dosimeters to measure 
total x-ray yield from laser produced plasmas is described for 
example in /29l/« Various cassettes having different attenuators 
have been used. These measurements are simple and reliable if 
care is taken to maintain the low-energy response of the TLD's. 
The response loss is prevented if the TLD's are annealed at 
4oo C in vacuum. Absorbed energy calibration factor for the 
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TLD's bas been determined also in /291/. 

Thermoluminescent dosimeters with filters have been used 

also in /225/ for x-ray yield measurements from a plasma focus 

device. 

Several types of differential calorimeters have beam 

developed for measuring ions, x rays* and scattered radiation 

produced by fusion experiment targets imploded by laser pulses 

/292,293/. 

A fast, large-signal bolometer was developed in /294/ 

to serve as a fast, resistive calorimeter in meaeiuremtata of 

x-ray radiation produced by imploding liner pulsed plasma. 
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